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(57) ABSTRACT 

The present invention dynamically brokerS object messages 
between object models. An mediating component provides a 
bridge between object models Such that messages can be 
transmitted in either direction between object models. The 
mediating component can be resident on a client machine, a 
Server machine, or both. The mediating component can be 
used as a bridge between two instances of the same object 
model running on different machines. Thus, network com 
munication is made possible for objects of an object model 
that otherwise lacks a networking capability. The mediating 
component maps a client object to a Server object through 
proxy objects and Stub objects. The proxy object always 
responds affirmatively When queried by a client object 
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METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR DYNAMICALLY 
BROKERING OBJECT MESSAGES AMONG 

OBJECT MODELS 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0001) 1. Field of the Invention 
0002 This invention relates to dynamic brokering of 
messages between objects implemented using like or differ 
ent object models. 
0003 2. Background 
0004 Object-oriented programming is a method of cre 
ating computer programs by combining certain fundamental 
building blocks, and creating relationships among and 
between the building blocks. The building blocks in object 
oriented programming Systems are called “objects.” An 
object is a programming unit that groups together a data 
Structure (instance variables) and the operations (methods) 
that can use or affect that data. Thus, an object consists of 
data and one or more operations or procedures that can be 
performed on that data. The joining of data and operations 
into a unitary building block is called “encapsulation.” In 
object-oriented programming, operations that can be per 
formed on the data are referred to as "methods.” 

0005. An object-oriented software application uses 
objects to define its data and the methods that operate on the 
data. An object communicates with another object via mes 
Sages. For example, when one object needs to manipulate 
data that resides in another object or needs to execute 
computation methods in another object, it sends a message. 
The requesting object identifies the desired manipulation 
operation by Specifying a method. The requesting object can 
further Send arguments that can be used by the Second object 
in performing the named method. The Servicing object 
performs the method requested in the message. The data 
provided by the requesting object can be used to perform the 
requesting operation. In client/server terminology, the 
requesting object is called the client object and the Servicing 
object is called the Server object. 
0006 When the client and server objects are running in 
the Same computer and operating System or in the same 
proceSS or memory address Space, the program or System 
can use its own mechanisms for messaging and object 
identification without regard for any other Systems. The 
physical location of the objectS is determined, known, and 
maintained by the Single System. In a distributed environ 
ment, however, objects can reside on different Systems and 
acroSS networks, for example. Thus, in a distributed envi 
ronment, a client object may need the Services of a Server 
object that resides on a remote System. Not all object models 
provide for Such remote requests. Also, the remote System 
may use an object messaging mechanism that is incompat 
ible with the client object's messaging mechanism. In that 
case, the client object and Server object cannot communicate 
or “interoperate.” 
0007 An object model provides a mechanism for com 
munication, or messaging, between objects within the 
model. The mechanism includes a protocol that defines the 
method of communication. Examples of object models 
include the NeXT object model, Microsoft's Object Linking 
and Embedding/Common Object Model (OLE/COM), Sun 
Soft's Distributed Object Environment (DOE), and Small 
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talk. To facilitate communication, an object model can use 
an object bus, or an Object Request Broker (ORB). An ORB 
allows objects to make requests of, and receive responses 
from, other objects. Examples of ORBs include CORBA 
(defined by Object Management Group), SOM from IBM, 
ORB Plus from HP, ObjectBroker from Digital Equipment 
Corporation, and OrbiX from Iona. 

0008 An ORB uses an Interface Definition Language 
(IDL) to define static interfaces between objects. For 
example, an interface defines the methods and properties, or 
arguments, for each object. An interface file written in IDL 
is compiled to generate client and Server language-specific 
stubs such as C, C++, Objective-C, etc. These stubs must be 
compiled into both the client and the server before any 
communication can take place. 
0009. These language-specific stubs define how clients 
invoke corresponding Services on the Servers. From a cli 
ent's perspective, the Stub acts like a local call. The Stub is 
a local proxy for the remote server object. The stub includes 
code to encode and decode an operation and its parameters 
into a compacted message format that can be sent to the 
server. This is referred to as marshaling. Several ORBs, 
including the CORBA ORB, are described in detail in R. 
Orfali et al., “The Essential Distributed Objects Survival 
Guide” (New York: John Wiley & Sons, 1996). 
0010. In addition to the language-specific stubs, CORBA 
provides Some application program interfaces (APIs) on the 
client-side to facilitate object communication. A Dynamic 
Invocation Interface provides APIs that can be used to look 
up the metadata that defines the Server interface, generate 
message parameters, issue a remote call, and receive results 
from the call. An Interface Repository is a run-time database 
that contains machine-readable versions of the IDL-defined 
interfaces. The APIs associated with the Interface Reposi 
tory provide mechanisms for retrieving, Storing and updat 
ing the metadata information contained in the Interface 
Repository. The ORB Interface includes APIs to convert an 
object reference (i.e., a unique name or identifier associated 
with an object) to a string. 
0011 Like the client side, the server side includes IDL 
Stubs, or Server Stubs. A Server Stub is also referred to as a 
skeleton. Like a client Stub, a Server Stub is defined using 
IDL and created using an IDL compiler. A server stub 
provides a Static interface to a Service provided, or exported, 
by a server. It calls the method on the server identified by the 
client. On the server side, CORBA provides functionality to 
aid in Servicing a request. 

0012 A Dynamic Skeleton Interface provides a run-time 
binding mechanism to handle incoming method calls 
directed to a Server that does not have a Server Stub. An 
object adapter provides the run-time environment for instan 
tiating a Server object, assigning an object reference to a 
Server object, and passing it a request. An Implementation 
Repository is a run-time repository that identifies the classes 
a Server Supports, the objects that are instantiated, and the 
instantiated objects object references. Administrative data 
Such as trace information can also be Stored in the Imple 
mentation Repository. The server side includes an ORB 
Interface that is the same as that used on the client Side 

0013 Existing object models such as the ones identified 
above do not provide a means for dynamic communication 
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acroSS object models. Thus, an OLE object cannot automati 
cally and dynamically communicate with an object in the 
DOE object model. When a programmer is preparing an 
application program that must communicate acroSS object 
models, the programmer must identify the destination 
objects to the ORB by declaring and defining them in an IDL 
method file. The IDL method file is then compiled in 
conjunction with run-time libraries of each object model, 
producing Separate executable files for the client and Server. 
This process must be repeated when a method or property of 
an object changes or when the application program is 
modified to reference new objects in a foreign or incompat 
ible object model, for example. Thus, the ORBS only pro 
vide a Static means for communicating acroSS object models. 
The ORB is not capable of dynamically passing a message 
from one object model to an incompatible object model 
without prior knowledge of the method. 

0014) In OLE Automation, a subset of the OLE/COM 
object model from Microsoft Corporation (MS), a set of 
object definitions (or ODL) is compiled to create a type 
library or repository of object descriptions (e.g., objects and 
their methods and properties). Before invoking a method in 
an object, an OLE/Automation client object queries the 
library, or the library itself, to determine whether a server 
object can process the desired method. To do this, the object 
invokes the GetIDsOfNames method on the server object to 
determine whether the desired method is a valid method of 
the server object. 

0015 The GetIDsOfNames method converts text names 
of properties and methods into a corresponding Set of 
dispatch identifiers (displDs). A displD uniquely identifies a 
method or argument. It is assigned to a method or argument 
in an object description file that is compiled before run-time. 
Thus, if a method or property is added, a new displD must 
be generated and compiled into the Server. 

0016. If the response from the GetIDsOfNames method 
returns a displD for the desired method, the client object 
invokes the method on the server object using the displD to 
identify the method. If it is not a valid method, the client 
object must handle the error. If the method exists, but an 
error is raised during processing, the client object must 
handle a different error. This is awkward because it requires 
the application programmer to write code to handle at least 
two types of error messages. 

0.017. Further, this process requires the client object to 
Send two messages. When the client and Server objects do 
not reside on the same machine, the messages must be sent 
acroSS a network between the client and Server objects to 
invoke a Single method. This increases the network's mes 
Sage load, which is undesirable. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0.018. The present invention dynamically brokers object 
messages between objects implemented using object mod 
els. An mediating component provides a bridge between 
objects in these object models Such that messages can be 
transmitted in either direction between object models. The 
mediating component can be resident on a client machine, a 
Server machine, or both, depending on the type of commu 
nication being done. The mediating component can be used 
as a bridge between two instances of the Same object model 
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running on different machines. Thus, a networked version is 
created for an object model that otherwise lacks a network 
ing capability. 
0019. The mediating component intercepts messages sent 
by a client object to the Server object. That is, messages Sent 
by a client object are Sent to the Server object via the 
mediating component. However, the client believes that the 
messages are being Sent directly to the Server object. The 
mediating component creates a mapping between a client 
object and a server object. Mapping information is deter 
mined by the mediating component when a client object 
requests a connection to the Server object. 
0020 When a client requests a connection to a server 
object, the mediating component determines whether the 
server object is available on the server machine. If the server 
object is available, the mediating component returns a proxy 
(e.g., returns pointer to or identifier for the proxy object) for 
the server object to the client object. If the proxy object does 
not already exist, the mediating component creates the proxy 
object. 

0021. If the stub object associated with the server object 
does not exist, it is created by the mediating component. The 
mediating component creates a mapping between the proxy 
object returned to the client object, the server object's stub 
object and the Server object. The mapping information can 
be stored in one or more tables, for example. A table look up 
mechanism can be used to retrieve the mapping information. 
0022. The mapping information can be used to satisfy a 
future connection request. When a connection request is 
made for a Server object, the mediating component queries 
the mapping information to determine whether a mapping 
already exists for the requested Server object. If a mapping 
does exist, the identity of the proxy object is returned to the 
client object. 

0023 The client object uses the connection to send a 
message to the Server object. A client object's message is 
forwarded to a Server object via the proxy and Stub objects. 
The mediating component performs any necessary message 
translation. In addition, the mediating component translates 
a Server object's response. 
0024. The client object's message is generated using the 
message protocol of the client object's object model. The 
client object's message is translated into the message pro 
tocol of the server object's object model. For example, the 
proxy object determines the expected method identification 
and the number and type of arguments for the Server object. 
0025 The proxy object builds a method invocation for 
the Server object using the client object's message and the 
information expected by the Server object. For example, the 
proxy object translates a method identification in the client 
object's message to one expected by the Server object. In 
addition, the proxy object can translate the arguments Such 
that the types of arguments provided in the client object's 
message are the same as the expected types. For example, a 
String argument can be translated into an object argument. 

0026. A translated message is forwarded to the server 
object on the Server machine via the proxy and Stub objects 
mapped to the Server object by the mediating component. 
The proxy object forwards the translated message to the Stub 
object. The Stub object forwards the translated message to 
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the Server object. The Server object processes the message. 
A response is forwarded to the proxy object via the Stub 
object. The proxy object translates the response message 
using the client object's message protocol. In addition, the 
proxy object can translate the response Such that the 
response type is that expected by the client object. The 
message is forwarded to the client object. 
0027. The mediating component delays the creation of a 
Server machine Stack until it is determined that a method is 
callable on the Server machine. A message is forwarded to 
the Server object via a plurality of intervening objects Such 
as the proxy and Stub objects on the Server machine. The 
invention waits until the message is received by the last 
intervening object (e.g., the Server objects stub object) 
before the message is unraveled. Otherwise, each interven 
ing object would retrieve the method and arguments from 
the message, push the arguments on a Stack, attempt to 
invoke the method, fault, rebuild the message, and forward 
the message to another object. The invention optimizes the 
message transmission by eliminating the need to unravel the 
message at each intervening point. 
0028. The mediating component can be resident on the 
client, Server, or both. The mediating component can act as 
a bridge between compatible or incompatible object models. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0029 FIG. 1 provides an example of a general purpose 
computer to be used in accordance with embodiments of the 
present invention. 
0030 FIG. 2 provides a block diagram giving an over 
view of embodiments of the present invention. 
0.031 FIGS. 3A-3C provide configuration examples 
according to embodiments of the present invention. 
0.032 FIGS. 4A-4C provide a process flow according to 
an embodiment of the present invention for brokering object 
messages using a bridge on the Server machine. 
0033 FIGS. 5A-5C provide a process flow according to 
an embodiment of the present invention for brokering object 
messages using a bridge on the client machine. 
0034 FIGS. 6A-6C provide a process flow according to 
an embodiment of is the present invention for brokering 
object messages using a bridge on both the client and Server 
machines. 

0035 FIG. 7A provides an example of a process flow for 
translating argument types from the NEXTSTEP/OPEN 
STEP environment to the Windows environment according 
to an embodiment of the invention. 

0036 FIG. 7B provides an example of a process flow for 
translating argument types from the Windows environment 
to the NEXTSTEP/OPENSTEP environment according to 
an embodiment of the invention. 

0037 FIGS. 8A-8B provide an example of a process flow 
for establishing a connection and generating a mapping 
between client and Server objects according to an embodi 
ment of the invention. 

0038 FIG. 9 provides an example of a delayed stack 
creation process flow according to an embodiment of the 
invention. 
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
INVENTION 

0039. A method and apparatus for dynamically brokering 
object messages among object models is described. In the 
following description, numerous Specific details are Set forth 
to provide a more thorough description of the present 
invention. It will be apparent, however, to one skilled in the 
art, that the present invention may be practiced without these 
Specific details. In other instances, well-known features have 
not been described in detail So as not to obscure the 
invention. 

0040. The present invention can be implemented on a 
general purpose computer Such as illustrated in FIG. 1. A 
keyboard 110 and mouse 111 are coupled to a bidirectional 
system bus 118. The keyboard and mouse are for introducing 
user input to the computer System and communicating that 
user input to CPU 113. The computer system of FIG. 1 also 
includes a video memory 114, main memory 115 and mass 
storage 112, all coupled to bidirectional system bus 118 
along with keyboard 110, mouse 111 and CPU 113. The 
mass Storage 112 may include both fixed and removable 
media, Such as magnetic, optical or magnetic optical Storage 
Systems or any other available mass Storage technology. Bus 
118 may contain, for example, 32 address lines for address 
ing video memory 114 or main memory 115. The system bus 
118 also includes, for example, a 32-bit DATA bus for 
transferring DATA between and among the components, 
such as CPU 113, main memory 115, video memory 114 and 
mass Storage 112. Alternatively, multipleX DATA/address 
lines may be used in place of separate DATA and address 
lines. 

0041. In the preferred embodiment of this invention, the 
CPU 113 is a 32-bit microprocessor manufactured by 
Motorola, such as the 680XO or PowerPC processor or a 
microprocessor manufactured by Intel, such as the 80x86 or 
Pentium processor. However, any other Suitable micropro 
cessor or microcomputer may be utilized. Main memory 115 
is comprised of dynamic random access memory (DRAM). 
About 32 megabytes of DRAM preferred. Video memory 
114 is a dual-ported Video random acceSS memory. One port 
of the video memory 114 is coupled to video amplifier 116. 
The video amplifier 116 is used to drive the cathode ray tube 
(CRT) raster monitor 117. Video amplifier 116 is well known 
in the art and may be implemented by any Suitable means. 
This circuitry converts pixel DATA stored in video memory 
114 to a raster signal Suitable for use by monitor 117. 
Monitor 117 is a type of monitor Suitable for displaying 
graphic images. 
0042. The computer system described above is for pur 
poses of example only. The present invention may be 
implemented in any type of computer System or program 
ming or processing environment. When a general purpose 
computer System Such as the one described executes the 
processes and process flows described herein, it is config 
ured to dynamically broker object messages among object 
models. 

0043 FIG. 2 provides a block diagram overview of an 
embodiment of the present invention. Mediating component 
204 provides a bridge between objects implemented using 
object models. For example, mediating component 204 
provides a bridge between system A 202 (which uses object 
model A) and system B 206 (which uses object model B). 
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0044 Systems A and B (202 and 206, respectively) 
provide a platform in which object models A and B operate. 
Systems A and B each may be a machine, process, client, or 
Server. System A 202 can include operating System Software 
such as the NEXTSTEP, or OPENSTEP framework that 
executes in the Mach operating System. System B is the 
Windows environment running in the DOS operating sys 
tem, for example. 
0.045. Object model A can be a different object model 
than object model B. For example, object model A may be 
NeXT Software, Inc.'s Distributed Object (DO) model and 
object model B may be Microsoft, Inc.'s Object Linking and 
Embedding/Component Object Model (OLE/COM). 
0.046 Alternatively, object model A can be the same 
object model as object model B. In this case, mediating 
component 204 can act as a bridge in a network environment 
Such that an object in an object model can be distributed 
acroSS different machines. That is, the bridging capability of 
the present invention can be used to create a network version 
of an object model. The present invention can be used to 
allow a server object residing in OLE/COM on a first 
machine to Service a message generated by a client object 
that resides in OLE/COM on a second machine. 

0047 Mediating component 204 provides a dynamic 
bridge between objects implemented using object models. 
Using the present invention, there is no need to define a 
Static interface between objects and their object models. 
Mediating component 204 brokers a message by determin 
ing the interface requirements as each request arises during 
run-time. Thus, there is no need to generate and create a 
Static messaging interface to define the communication 
between a client object and a server object. There is no need 
to write, compile and link IDLS each time that a new object 
class is added to an application. Mediating component 204 
locates the Server object to process the client's message. 
Mediating component 204 identifies the expected method 
Specification and arguments for the Server. Mediating com 
ponent 204 translates the client's message using information 
obtained about the server object. 
0.048. The message is sent by mediating component 204 
to the server object. Mediating component 204 uses a 
distributed object model or protocol to forward the message 
to the server object. The distributed object model is prefer 
ably NeXT's DO. However, other distributed object models 
(e.g., CORBA or Microsoft's Network OLE or Distributed 
COM) can be used. 
0049. Thus, for example, when a connection request is 
received in System A, mediating component 204 determines 
whether a server object in System B can service the mes 
Sage. For example, mediating component 204 queries infor 
mation available in object model B to determine whether a 
Server object exists in that System and created in that model 
that can process the message using the arguments Supplied 
by the client object. If a server object exists, mediating 
component 204 determines the method specification and the 
number and type of arguments expected by the Server object. 
If necessary, mediating component 204 returns a proxy 
object to the requester. When a message is directed to the 
Server object via the proxy object, mediating component 204 
performs a mapping, or translation, of arguments for use by 
the server object. Mediating component 204 then immedi 
ately translates the message Such that it can be understood by 
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the Server object, and forwards the translated information to 
the Server object. In this way, the mediating component 204 
carries out dynamic translation at run-time. 

0050 Mediating component 204 provides a set of map 
pings between objects and object models. When a reference 
is made by a client object for a server object, mediating 
component 204 manages a reference by a client object to a 
Server object. In addition, if the Server is a part of a network, 
mediating component 204 locates the Server object by 
querying each of the plurality of Servers running on the 
network. A reference to the Server object is managed by 
mediating component 204. Thus, mediating component 204 
provides a mapping between objects implemented using like 
or different object models. For example, mediating compo 
nent 204 creates a proxy object and a stub object. The proxy 
object maintains a reference to the client object. The Stub 
object maintains the reference to the server object. Mediat 
ing component 204 maps an association between a proxy 
object and the stub object. If the server object is found, the 
Server object's calling format is returned to mediating com 
ponent 204. Mediating component 204 uses the calling 
format information to translate the client object's message 
for use by the server object. 

0051 Mediating component 204 can reside on either the 
client or the server and can run in a process (i.e., a discrete 
address space) or in a single-process machine. Preferably, 
mediating component 204 resides on a computer that is 
running a windowing environment Such as MicroSoft Win 
dows. That is, mediating component 204 can function with 
any operating environment having the ability to Send and 
receive messages. Further, the functionality of mediating 
component 204 described with reference to objects can be 
implemented in an environment other than an object-ori 
ented environment. 

0052) Object messages can be sent in either direction 
between client and Server. Thus, for example, an object 
message that originates in an object implemented using 
object model B in System B (System 206) is transmitted to 
and processed by a server object implemented using object 
model A in System A (System 202). A response can be sent 
between the server object in System A and the client object 
in System B (System 206). Similarly, a client object imple 
mented using object model A in System A (System 202) 
generates a message that is Sent to a Server object imple 
mented using object model B in System B (System 206). A 
response that is generated by the Server object in System B 
is transmitted to the client object in System A. 
0053 FIGS. 3A-3C provide configurations for exemplary 
embodiments of the present invention. Referring to FIG. 
3A, mediating component 204 resides on Server machine 
304. Server machine 304 is running, for example, a Visual 
C++ application program under Microsoft Windows and 
using OLE/COM as Object Model B. A client machine 302 
is running, for example, an Objective-C application program 
using Object Model A in NeXT's NEXTSTEP 3.3 environ 
ment or OPENSTEP 4.0 for Windows NT using NeXT's 
D'OLETMTM Distributed OLE software, Distributed Object 
(DO), or Portable Distributed Objects (PDO) object models. 
Client object 306 is implemented using Object Model A on 
client machine 302. Client object 306 transmits a message 
directed to server object 308. Server object 308 is imple 
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mented using Object Model B on server machine 304. 
Machines 302 and 304 may also be processes rather than 
physical machines. 
0.054 The message generated by client object 306 is 
directed to server object 308 on server machine 304 (i.e., a 
remote object with respect to client object 306). A mecha 
nism is used by client machine 302 to forward the message 
to the remote object's machine (e.g., server 304). The 
forwarding mechanism is, for example, that used in NeXT 
Software Inc.'s DO system or the technology disclosed in 
U.S. Pat. No. 5,481,721 entitled Method for Providing 
Automatic and Dynamic Translation of Object Oriented 
Programming Language-Based Message Passing into 
Operation System Message Passing Using Proxy Objects 
and assigned to NeXT Software, Inc. In NeXT's DO, a 
proxy object 310 is used to represent the remote object (e.g., 
server object 308). By using proxy object 310, client object 
306 does not need to obtain the actual location of server 
object 308. Client object 306 sends a message directed to 
server object 308 via proxy object 310 and connection 348. 
Proxy object 310 forwards the message to proxy object 314 
on server 304 via transport layer 318. That is, proxy object 
sends the message to transport layer 318 via connection 346. 
Transport layer 318 sends the message to proxy object 314 
via connection 344. Transport layer 318 uses a mechanism 
for transporting the message to a remote machine Such as, 
for example, Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Proto 
col (TCP/IP). Remote Procedure Calls, such as the RPC 
facilities of MS Windows NT, is another example of a 
mechanism that can be used to forward a message to a 
remote machine. 

0055) ORB 312 runs on server machine 304. ORB 312 
acts as a control module that receives a message initiated by 
a client and creates a dynamic mapping between the client 
and a Server to enable transmission of messages. During 
execution, ORB 312 is capable of creating a dynamic 
messaging interface between two objects or processes using 
Separate object models. 

0056. When it is invoked, ORB 312 vends itself on the 
network. That is, ORB 312 registers on the network using a 
name or identifier. Other objects on the network can locate 
ORB 312 using its registered name. Client object 306 
connects to ORB 312 via its well known (or registered) 
name. FIGS. 8A-8B provide an example of a process flow 
for establishing a connection and generating a mapping 
between a client and Server object according to an embodi 
ment of the invention. 

0057. At step 802, client object 306 connects to ORB 312 
via its well known name. Client object 306 requests a 
connection to server object 308 at step 804. At step 806 (i.e., 
“server object exists?”), ORB 312 determines whether 
server object 308 is available on server machine 3G4. To 
identify a server object, for example, ORB 312 communi 
cates with an interface repository or object database for each 
object model that resides on server machine 304 to locate 0 
server object 308. (Under MS OLE/COM, the object data 
base is termed a COM server and is implemented as a DLL 
or .EXE file.) If server object 3(1 does not exist, ORB 312 
can notify client object 306 at step 808, and processing ends 
for the currant request at step 826. 
0.058 If ORB 312 determines (at step 806) that server 
object 308 does exist, processing continues at step 810 to 
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examine mapping information for server object 308. ORB 
312 Stores mapping information from previous connections. 
The mapping information can be Stored in one or more 
tables, for example. The mapping information includes an 
asSociation between a proxy object and its related Server 
object and the Server object's Stub object. For example, a 
mapping table entry for server object 308 contains a pointer 
to server object 308, stub object 316 and proxy object 314. 
At step 810, ORB 312 examines the mapping information to 
determine whether a mapping entry exists for Server object 
3O8. 

0059 At step 812 (i.e., “mapping exists?”), if a mapping 
entry exists for Server object 308, processing continues at 
step 814 to retrieve the pointer to the proxy object associated 
with server object 308 (e.g., proxy object 314 in FIG. 3A). 
If it is determined (at Step 812) that there is no mapping 
information for server object 308, processing continues at 
step 816 to create a proxy object for server object 308 (e.g., 
proxy object 314). 
0060. At step 818 (i.e., “stub object exists?”), ORB 312 
makes a determination whether stub object 316 exists for 
server object 308. If it does not exist, processing continues 
at step 820 to create stub object 316 and processing contin 
ues at Step 822. If it does exist, processing continues at Step 
822. At step 822, ORB 312 creates an entry in the mapping 
table that identifies server object 308, proxy object 314, and 
server object 316. At step 824, ORB 312 returns proxy 
object 314 to client object 306. Processing ends for the 
connection request at Step 826. 
0061 Thus, when a connection request is received from 
client object 306, ORB 312 establishes a connection 
between client object 306 and server object 308. The con 
nection between client object 306 and server object 308 is 
formed via proxy object 314 and stub object 316. Client 
object 306 can then send a message to server object 308 
using the connection. When a request (e.g., a message from 
client object 306 to execute a method of an object created 
under the MicroSoft Excel application program running in 
OLE/COM on server machine 304) is transmitted to server 
machine 304, ORB 312 intercepts the message. The con 
nection established between client object 306 and server 
object 308 by ORB 312 is used to transmit the message to 
server object 308. A response generated by server object 308 
is sent to client object 306 via the same connection. 
0062. As illustrated in FIG. 3A, the connection can be 
indirect and consist of multiple components and connec 
tions. Client object 306 is connected to proxy object 310 via 
connection 348. Connection 346 forms a connection 
between proxy object 310 and transport layer 318. The 
message is sent by transport layer 318 to server machine 304 
and received by proxy object 314 via connection 344. Proxy 
object sends the message to server stub 316 via 342. Stub 
object 316 sends the message to server object 308 via 
connection 340. 

0063) Proxy object 314 and stub object 316 handle the 
message received from client object 306. For example, 
proxy object 314 receives a DO message sent by client 
object 306 via proxy object 310 and transport layer 318. 
Proxy object 314 forwards the message to stub object 316. 
Stub object 316 translates the message and its arguments. So 
that the arguments can be understood by server object 308 
(e.g., an object created with Microsoft's Excel running in the 
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OLE/COM object model). For example, stub object 316 
translates the message's operation into an operation identi 
fier that is expected by server object 308. In addition, one or 
all of the message's arguments can be translated for Server 
object 308. For example, if the server object is expecting an 
object as one of its arguments, Stub object 316 can translate 
an argument contained in the message Sent by client object 
306 into this expected object. 

0.064 Stub object 316 forwards the message to server 
object 308. Server object308 processes the message (e.g., it 
executes a requested message) and returns a response to stub 
object 316. Stub object 316 performs argument translation 
for the response. The response is received by stub object 316 
and forwarded to proxy object 314. Proxy object 314 trans 
lates the response using the protocol of object model A (the 
protocol of client object 306) and packages the response for 
transmittal acroSS transport layer 318. The response is trans 
mitted to proxy object 310 via transport layer 318. Proxy 
object 310 forwards the response to client object 306. 
0065. In FIG. 3A, mediating component 204 resides on 
the Server machine. Alternatively, mediating component 204 
can reside on the client machine. FIG. 3B provides a 
configuration example wherein mediating component 204 is 
resident on the client machine. The client machine 322 is 
using the OLE/COM object model under Microsoft Win 
dows, for example. 

0.066 As described above, ORB 312 of mediating com 
ponent 204 vends itself on the network. When a request is 
made, ORB 312 creates the proxy and/or stub object, if they 
don’t already exist. In addition, ORB 312 monitors and 
intercepts messages. A connection can be established 
between client object 308 and server object 306 using the 
process flow exemplified in FIGS. 8A-8B, for example. 
When client object 308 transmits a request to server object 
306, ORB 312 intercepts the message. 

0067. As in FIG. 3A, the connection between the client 
and Server objects uses one or more connections and com 
ponents. Client object 308 is connection to server object 306 
via proxy object 314, stub object 316, transport layer 318 
and proxy object 310 using connections 352, 342, 350, 346, 
and 348. 

0068. In some instances, a client object may query 
whether a Server object can respond to a request before the 
client object actually Sends the request. In this case, medi 
ating component 204 responds in the affirmative. That is, if 
client object 308 sends a query message initially, mediating 
component 204 responds by indicating that it is able to 
respond to the request. In So doing, mediating component 
204 can eliminate the need to Send the initial message acroSS 
to the Server and wait for a response. It is only necessary to 
transmit the request to the server. When client object 308 
receives the affirmative response, it packages its request and 
arguments into a message using the protocol Specified for 
object model B. Client object 308 sends the message to 
proxy object 314. 

0069. When the message is received, the proxy object 
314 translates the message using the protocol Specified by 
object model A. Proxy object 314 forwards the message to 
stub object 316. For example, proxy object 314 attempts to 
invoke the message and is also unable to perform the 
requested operation. As a result, proxy object 314 faults and 
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forwards the message to stub object 316. Stub object 316 
translates the arguments, if necessary, to correspond to the 
type of arguments expected by server object 306. Stub object 
316 is unable to service the request. Stub object 316 pack 
ages the message for transmittal over transport layer 318 to 
proxy object 310 on server machine 324. 
0070. Upon receipt, proxy object 310 discards the trans 
port layer packaging, and forwards the message to Server 
object 306. Server object 306 services the request and 
returns its response using the messaging protocol of Object 
Model A. Server object 306 sends the message to proxy 
object 310. Proxy object 310 packages the response for 
transmittal across transport layer 318 to client machine 322. 
The response is received from transport layer 318 by stub 
object 316. Stub object 316 strips the transport layer pack 
aging off the response. Using the mapping retained by ORB 
312, the response is returned from stub object 316 to proxy 
object 314. Proxy object 314 translates the response using 
the messaging protocol of Object Model B. The return value 
is returned by proxy object 314 to client object 308. 
0071. The previous configuration examples in FIGS. 3A 
and 3B use an mediating component 204 on either the client 
or Server machine. It is also possible for mediating compo 
nent 204 to reside on both the client and server machines. 
FIG. 3C provides a configuration example wherein both the 
client and Server machines include an mediating component. 
0072 The connection between the client object 308C and 
server object 306S is formed indirectly using multiple 
connections and components. Client object 308C connected 
to proxy object 314C via connection 370. Proxy object 314C 
is connected to stub object 316C via connection 368. Stub 
object 316C is connected to transport layer 318 via connec 
tion 366. Transport layer is connected via connection 364 to 
proxy object 314S. Proxy object 314S is connected to stub 
object 316S via connection 362. Stub object 316S is con 
nected via connection 360 to server object 306S. 
0073) Referring to FIG. 3C, client machine 332 and 
server machine 334 are both using Object Model B. How 
ever, Object Model B on client machine 332 does not have 
the ability to forward a message to Object Model B on server 
machine 334, and vice versa. That is, Object Model B does 
not have distributed object capability; it can not forward 
messages between objects that reside on different machines. 
0074. Using the configuration illustrated in FIG. 3C, for 
example, the present invention can be used to act as a bridge 
between instances of the same object model that reside on 
different machines. Thus, a non-distributed, non-networked 
object model can become a distributed, networked object 
model using the present invention. 
0075) Referring to FIG. 3C, client and server machines 
332 and 334 are running Microsoft's Windows NT operating 
system which uses non-distributed OLE/COM, for example. 
The communication protocol used between mediating com 
ponents 204C and 204S is a distributed object model such as 
NeXT's DO, for example. Client object 308C is executing 
on client machine 332. Server object 306S is executing on 
server machine 334. ORB 312C creates and manages proxy 
object 314C and stub object 316C. Similarly, ORB 312S 
creates and manages proxy object 314S and Stub object 
316S. 

0.076 Client object 308C can forward a request to server 
object 306S via mediating components 204C and 204S. 
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Client object 308C sends an initial query to determine 
whether its request can be processed. ORB 312C intercepts 
the message. ORB 312C responds to the query by stating 
that it can Service the request. When the affirmative response 
is received by client object 308C, it packages its request and 
any arguments using Object Model BS messaging format. 

0077 Client object 308C sends the message which is 
intercepted by ORB 312C and processed by proxy object 
314C. Since the message is intended for a server object in a 
like object model (i.e., server object 306S running in Object 
Model B), there is no need for proxy object 314C to translate 
the message into the Server object's object model. However, 
it may be necessary to translate the arguments to accommo 
date the argument expectations of server object 306S as 
described above. Argument translation can be performed by 
mediating component 204C or 204S. 

0078 Proxy object 314C forwards the message to stub 
object 316C. Stub object 316C packages the message for 
transmittal to server machine 334 via transport layer 318. 
The message is intercepted by ORB 204S on server machine 
334. Proxy object 314S strips off the transport layer pack 
aging and forwards the message to stub object 316S. Stub 
object 316S forwards the message to server object 306S. 

0079 Server object 306S processes the message and 
forwards a response to stub object 316S. The message is 
forwarded to client object 308C via proxy object 314S, 
transport layer 318, stub object 316C and proxy object 
314C. Argument translation can be performed on either 
client machine 332 by mediating component 204C or on the 
server machine 334 by mediating component 204S. 

0080 Thus, as described above, the mediating compo 
nent of the present invention acts as a bridge between objects 
implemented using like or different object models. An 
mediating component can act as a bridge between two 
objects implemented using two instances of the same object 
model running on different machines. The invention enables 
the distribution of objects such as OLE Automation objects. 
An mediating component can reside on either the Server 
machine, the client machine, or both. 

0081) Server-Side Bridge 
0082 The bridging capabilities of the present invention 
can be implemented on the Server machine. In one example, 
the server machine is running MS Excel software under the 
MS Windows operating system. The server machine is using 
the non-distributed OLE/COM object model. The bridging 
capabilities can be implemented as an executable file (.EXE) 
or dynamic link library (DLL) in the Windows environ 
ment, for example. A client object executing on a client 
machine generates a request for processing by the MS Excel 
instance running on the Server machine. The client machine 
is running NEXTSTEP or OPENSTEP using NeXT's DO 
object model with D'OLE or PDO. FIGS. 4A-4C provide a 
process flow for brokering object messages between NeXT's 
object model on a client machine and the OLE/COM on a 
Server machine. 

0083) Referring to FIGS. 4A-4C, the client establishes a 
connection with the client proxy on the client machine at 
Step 402. The connection can occur as a consequence of 
Some user action, or on Startup, for example. At Step 404, the 
client Sends a message directed to a remote Server. 
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0084. At step 406, the client proxy intercepts the mes 
Sage. Because the client proxy is unable to respond to the 
message, it enters a fault State. As a result of the fault State, 
the client proxy packages the message and forwards it via a 
transport layer to the server proxy object at step 408. At step 
410, the Server proxy object receives the message and Strips 
off the transport layer packaging. 
0085. At step 412, the server proxy object sends the 
message to the Stub object. The Server Stub attempts to 
perform the operation Specified in the message and enters a 
fault state at step 414. At step 416, the server stub object 
queries the Server object model for method and argument 
information of a Server object. 
0.086 At step 418 (i.e., “can server object respond to 
message?”), the server stub object determines whether the 
Server object to which the message is directed is capable of 
responding to the message. For example, the Server Stub 
object invokes a GetIDsofNames routine to determine 
whether the specified method is a valid method of the server 
object. The GetIDSOfNames method converts text names of 
properties and methods into a corresponding Set of displDS 
that uniquely identify a method and arguments. If the 
method or arguments are invalid (e.g., there is no dispID for 
a specified method or argument), the server Stub object 
raises an error response at Step 420 and processing continues 
at step 428 to forward the response to the client object. 
0087. If it is determined that the server object can 
respond (i.e., the test of step 418 is affirmative), processing 
continues at Step 422 to translate the arguments for the 
receiving object model (i.e., the server object's object 
model). For example, an OLE/COM data structure is created 
and the arguments are Stored in the data Structure. In 
addition, the Server Stub object can convert an argument 
from its original type to one expected by the Server object. 
For example, if the Server object expects an object as an 
argument but the client Specified a non-object value, the 
Server Stub converts the argument to an object. Similarly, a 
numeric argument can be converted to a String, for example. 
0088 At step 424, the client object's message is invoked 
on the Server object. For example, to invoke a method using 
an object in the OLE/COM object model, the Invoke method 
is called on the COM server object specifying the DisplD as 
an argument. The arguments are retrieved from the OLE/ 
COM data structure. The method is identified by specifying 
the method’s identifier (DisplD). 
0089 At step 426, the server stub waits for a response 
generated from the method invoked in the Server object. At 
step 428, the server stub translates the response. The 
response can be a response received from the method 
processing, or from an error condition raised during pro 
cessing, for example. The response is packaged and trans 
mitted across the transport layer to the proxy object on the 
client machine at Step 430. At Step 432, the message is 
unpackaged by the client proxy object and returned to the 
client object. Processing ends at Step 434. 
0090) Client-Side Bridge 
0091. The bridging capabilities of the present invention 
can be implemented on the client machine. In one example, 
the client machine is running MS Word in the Windows 
environment. The client machine is using the OLE/COM 
object model. An object created (instantiated) by MS Word 
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generates a message request to print a document on a 
PostScript printer on a server machine. The server machine 
is running NEXTSTEP or OPENSTEP using NeXT's DO 
object model with D'OLE or PDO. FIGS. 5A-5C provide a 
process flow for brokering object messages between the 
OLE/COM object model on a client machine and NeXT's 
object model on a Server machine. 
0092. At step 502, the ORB creates the proxy object on 
the client machine. The ORB can create the proxy object as 
a result of a request from a client object, for example. At Step 
504, the client object queries the proxy object to determine 
whether it can process the client object's request. AS previ 
ously described, the OLE Automation mechanism uses a two 
message approach. A first message from the client object 
queries the server object for a displD. That is, the client 
object sends a GetIDsOfNames to identify the displD of the 
method. In the prior art, the Server object responds by either 
sending a displD (if the method identified by the sender is 
valid), or by sending an error (if an invalid method is 
specified by the client object). If a displD is returned, the 
client object Sends a Second message to Server object using 
the dispD of the method. 
0093. In addition to the messaging load on the network, 
this approach requires that the communication between a 
client and Server be permitted only after a method is iden 
tified. Thus, if the client object wishes to invoke another 
method on the Server object, it must use the two message 
approach to identify a new displD. Further, if a new method 
is added by the Server object, a new proxy and Stub imple 
mentation must be established between the client and server 
objects. 

0094. In contrast, the invention uses a technique that 
allows a client object to Send a message of which the Server 
object has no knowledge. The Server object can add new 
methods without any change being made on the client Side. 
When the client object sends a GetIDsOfNames message to 
obtain the dispD for a method of the sever object, the 
invention dynamically creates a unique ID for the requested 
method, if one doesn't already exist. The invention uses this 
ID to respond to the client object's first message. The 
response includes the unique ID. In So doing, the invention 
indicates that a Server object is able to perform the desired 
method (i.e., the invention responds affirmatively to the 
client object's first message). This unique ID is retained 
along with the name of the requested method. The unique ID 
is used to invoke to query the Server for the requested 
method when the client object Sends a Second, invocation 
meSSage. 

0.095 Thus, when the proxy object receives the message 
sent by the client object in step 506, it returns an affirmative 
response that indicates that the client object's request can be 
processed. The response includes the unique ID to identify 
the method which the ORB retains to identify the message 
when the client invokes it. The client object creates a 
message (e.g., operation Specification and arguments) that 
includes the tag using the OLE/COM message protocol at 
step 508. At step 510, the proxy object translates the client 
object's message for use on the Server machine's object 
model (e.g., NeXT DO. 
0.096] At step 512, the message is invoked on the proxy 
object previously set up by the ORB. The proxy object is 
unable to perform the Specified operation and faults at Step 
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514. At step 516, the proxy object forwards the message to 
the stub object. The stub object attempts to perform the 
message's operation and faults at step 518. At step 520, the 
Stub object packages the message and forwards the message 
via the transport layer to the Server machine. 
0097. The proxy object receives the message and strips 
off the transport layer's message packaging at Step 522. The 
Server proxy object forwards the message to the Server 
object at step 524. The server proxy object waits for a 
response from the server object at step 526. At step 528, the 
response Sent by the Server object is translated for transmit 
tal via the transport layer by the server's proxy object. The 
message is transmitted via the transport layer to the client's 
stub object at step 530. At step 532, the stub object strips off 
the transport layer packaging and forwards the message to 
the client machine's proxy object. At step 534, the proxy 
object translates the message using the client object's object 
model and returns the response to the client object. ProceSS 
ing ends at step 536. 
0.098 Client and Server Bridge 
0099. The bridging capabilities of the present invention 
can be implemented on both the client and Server machines. 
Using the present invention, a non-networked object model 
(e.g., OLE/COM) can communicate across machines. In one 
example, both the Server and client machines are running the 
MS Windows environment and using the OLE/COM object 
model. A client object created (instantiated) by MS Excel on 
the client machine generates a request message for proceSS 
ing by an object instantiated by the MS Word application 
program running on the Server machine. Using the present 
invention, the EXcel object can Send a message to the MS 
Word object on another machine. FIGS. 6A-6C provide a 
process flow for brokering object messages between OLE 
Automation objects running on different machines. 

0100. At step 602, ORBs on the server and client 
machines are created. Client and Server proxies are estab 
lished by the ORBs. The ORBs monitor for messages and 
intercept messages from a client object to a Server object. 
Steps 604 and 606 correspond to steps 504 and 506 of FIG. 
5A. At step 604, the client object queries the proxy object 
(e.g., GetIDsOfNames) to determine whether it can process 
the client object's request. The proxy object responds in the 
affirmative and includes a unique ID for the method at Step 
606. In so doing, the invention provides a mechanism that 
allows a client object to Send a message to a Server object 
that the Server object is previously unaware. The Server 
object can add new methods without any change being made 
to the client object. AS far as the client object is concerned, 
the unique ID sent by the proxy object is the displD of the 
actual method in the Server object. 
0101 The client object creates a message (e.g., operation 
Specification and arguments) including the tag and using the 
OLE/COM message protocol at step 608. At step 610, the 
proxy object translates the client object's message. There is 
no need to translate the message from one object model 
protocol to another Since both client and Server objects are 
using the same object model. However, the proxy object can 
translate arguments into the types that are expected by the 
Server object, if that is required. 
0102 At step 612, the message is invoked on the proxy 
object. The proxy object is unable to perform the Specified 
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operation and faults at step 614. At step 616, the proxy 
object forwards the message to the stub object. The stub 
object attempts to perform the message's operation and 
faults at step 618. At step 620, the stub object packages the 
message and forwards the message via the transport layer to 
the Server machine. 

0103) The message is received by the proxy object on the 
Server machine and Strips off the transport layer's message 
packaging at Step 622. The Server proxy object forwards the 
message to the Stub object which in turn forwards the 
message to the Server object at Step 624. The Server proxy 
object waits for a response from the Server object at Step 626. 
At step 628, the stub object forwards the response to the 
proxy object. The proxy object packages the response and 
forwards it to the client machine via the transport layer at 
step 630. At step 632, the stub object strips off the transport 
layer packaging and returns the response to the client 
machine's proxy object. At Step 634, the proxy object 
translates the response (e.g., returns a value translation) and 
returns the response to the client object. Processing ends at 
step 636. 

0104 Argument Translation 

0105 The invention allows an object to communicate 
with another object regardless of the object models used to 
implement the objects. A message Sent by an object imple 
mented using one object model can contain arguments that 
are used by another object that is implemented using a 
Second object model. Each argument has a type (e.g., 
numeric, string, and object). The argument types used by the 
Sending object may be incompatible with those used by the 
receiving object. The invention provides a mechanism to 
translate these incompatible argument types. 

01.06. In the NEXTSTEP or OPENSTEP environment, 
arguments can be passed as a value or an object, for 
example. Examples of the types associated with a value are 
Short, long, integer, and float. An argument can be an object 
such as the NSString object type, or class. NSString that 
includes String functionality is one example of an object 
class supported by NEXTSTEP and OPENSTEP. An argu 
ment can be an object that is an instance of any of the object 
classes supported by NEXTSTEP and OPENSTEP. 

0107. In a Windows environment, an argument can be a 
value of type short, long, integer, float and double, for 
example. In addition, the OLE/COM object model Supports 
types such as OLE String and OLE Automation. An OLE 
String type is used for arguments of type String. 

0108 OLE Automation is a subset of OLE/COM that is 
used to dynamically invoke methods that manipulate the 
contents of Scriptable objects. OLE Automation provides 
classes of objects that include automation Servers, automa 
tion controllers, collection, application, document, docu 
ments, and font referred to herein as OLE Automation 
objects. 

0109 AS indicated in the discussion above, there are 
Some argument types that can be passed between two 
environments without translation. However, Some argument 
types are unique to, or incompatible with, the argument 
types of another environment. Therefore, a translation 
mechanism is needed to allow arguments to pass between 
the environments. 
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0110. The translation mechanism of the invention is 
implemented in the mediating component. Referring to 
FIGS. 3A-3C, for example, the translation mechanism is 
implemented in mediating component 204, 204C, and 204S. 
The translation can be performed in either the proxy or stub 
objects. If delayed Stack creation is used, argument transla 
tion is optimally performed by the last intervening object 
(e.g., stub object 316 for server object308 or stub object 316 
for server object 306). 
0111. The translation mechanism processes each argu 
ment in a message and a response. The type that is given by 
the Sending object and the type expected by the receiving 
object are compared. If the types are incompatible, a trans 
lation is performed to convert the Sending type to the 
receiving type. The following functionality can be used to 
translate arguments having unique, or incompatible, types 
between the NEXTSTEP/OPENSTEP and Windows (or 
OLE) environments. It should be apparent that the transla 
tion mechanism can be adapted for use between any two 
environments. An example of program code that implements 
argument translation between the NEXTSTEP/OPENSTEP 
and OLE environments is provided in the section entitled 
“Translation Code Examples”. 
O112 NEXTSTEP/OPENSTEP to OLE 
0113. The NEXTSTEP/OPENSTEP environment 
includes object classes Such as NSString that are incompat 
ible with a Windows object class. Numeric argument types 
can be passed without translation. Therefore, a translation is 
needed for certain argument types used in the NEXTSTEP/ 
OPENSTEP before the arguments can be passed to the 
Windows environment. FIG. 7A provides an example of a 
process flow for translating argument types from the NEXT 
STEP/OPENSTEP environment to the Windows environ 
ment according to an embodiment of the invention. The 
process flow of FIG. 7A is performed for each argument in 
a client object's message or any return values contained in 
a Server object's response. 
0114) At step 702 (“argument is in the form of an 
object?), a determination is made whether the argument is an 
object. If it is not an object, the value is passed to the object 
running in the NEXTSTEP/OPENSTEP environment as a 
value. That is, there is no need to translate the argument, and 
the translation processing for that argument ends at Step 712. 
0115 If it is determined that the argument is in the form 
of an object (an affirmative determination is made at Step 
702), processing continues at step 706 to identify the 
objects type, or class. At step 706 (“NSString object?”), a 
determination is made whether the object is an NSString 
object. If it is determined that the object is of class NSString, 
processing continues at Step .38 to convert the argument to 
an OLE String type argument, and processing ends for the 
current argument at step 712. If it is determined that the 
argument is not an NSString object (at step 706), processing 
continues at Step 710 to generate a proxy object for the 
object. The proxy object can be used to transmit message to 
and from the object argument, for example. The current 
argument's translation processing ends at Step 712. 

0116 OLE to NEXTSTEP/OPENSTEP 
0117 The Windows environment includes object classes 
Such as the OLE Automation object classes that are unique 
to that environment. Therefore, a translation mechanism is 
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needed before these arguments can be passed to the NEXT 
STEP/OPENSTEP environment from the Windows environ 
ment. FIG. 7B provides an example of a process flow for 
translating argument types from the Windows environment 
to the NEXTSTEP/OPENSTEP environment according to 
an embodiment of the invention. The process flow of FIG. 
7B is performed for each argument in a client object's 
message or any return values contained in a Server object's 
response. 

0118. At step 732 (“argument is an OLE string?”), a 
determination is made whether the current argument is an 
OLE String. If So, processing continues at Step 734 to convert 
the argument to an NSString object. For example, an 
instance of the NSString object class is instantiated and the 
String value is Stored in a property of the NSString object 
instance. Processing then ends for the current argument at 
step 746. 
0119) If it is determined (at step 732) that the argument is 
not an OLE String, processing continues at Step 736. At Step 
736 (“NULL value?”), a determination is made whether the 
value of the argument is Set to NULL. If it is, processing 
continues at step 738 to set the value of the argument to zero 
and processing ends for the current argument at Step 746. If 
not, processing continues at step 740 (“OLE Automation 
object?”) to determine whether the argument is in the form 
of an OLE Automation object. If the argument is an OLE 
Automation object, processing continues at Step 742 to 
create a proxy for the OLE Automation object. The proxy 
can be used to communicate with the OLE Automation 
object. Translation processing for the current argument ends 
at step 746. 
0120) If it is determined at step 740 that the argument is 
not an OLE Automation object, processing continues at Step 
744 to proceSS a numeric argument value. At Step 744, an 
NSNumber object is created and the numeric value is stored 
in a property of the object. Translation processing ends for 
the current argument at Step 746. 
0121 Delayed Stack Creation 
0122) When an object processes a message, it retrieves 
the method and arguments from the message and pushes the 
arguments on a Stack. This is referred to as unraveling the 
message. The object then invokes the method. In an envi 
ronment where the message is Sent from a client object to a 
Server object via one or more intervening objects, it is 
unnecessary for each intervening object to unravel the 
message when the method is intended for another object and 
the intervening object is incapable of performing the 
requested operation. When the intervening object is unable 
to perform the requested operation after unraveling the 
message, it repackages the method and arguments and sends 
the message to the next object. This is unnecessary and 
inefficient. Thus, the invention optimizes processing of a 
message by an intervening object by delaying the method 
and argument retrieval and Stack creation until he message 
is received by an object that is capable of performing the 
requested operation. 
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0123 The invention optimizes the message transmission 
by eliminating the need to unravel the message at each 
intervening point. Referring to FIG. 3A, for example, it is 
unnecessary for both proxy object 314 and stub object 316 
to unravel the message Sent from client machine 302. 

0.124. The invention waits until the message is received 
by the last intervening object (e.g., the server object's stub 
object) before the message is unraveled. Thus, for example, 
the message is not unraveled until it is received by Stub 
object 316 in FIG. 3A. When proxy object 314 receives the 
message from client object 306, it passes the message to Stub 
object 316. Proxy object 314 does not unravel the message. 

0.125 FIG. 9 provides an example of a delayed stack 
creation process flow according to an embodiment of the 
invention. At step 902, an object (e.g., proxy object 314) 
receives a message. At Step 904 (i.e., "last intervening 
object?”), the object determines whether it is the last inter 
vening object (e.g., stub object 316). If not, the object 
transmits the message to the next object at Step 914 and 
processing for the current object ends at step 918. That is, if 
the object is not the last intervening object, it acts as a 
conduit for the message. It sends the message to the next 
object without unraveling the message. It does not build an 
argument Stack or attempt to perform the operation Specified 
by the message, for example. 

0.126 If, at step 904, the object determines that it is the 
last intervening object, processing continues at Step 906. The 
message is unraveled at step 906. The object retrieves the 
method and arguments from the message. At step 908, 
interface information is retrieved for the server object (e.g., 
server object 308). The interface information can be 
retrieved from an interface repository such as a COM server 
in MS OLE/COM, for example. 

0127. At step 910 (i.e., “argument translation needed?"), 
the object determines whether any argument translation is 
needed. If So, processing continues at Step 912 to translate an 
argument. Processing then continues at Step 910 to process 
any remaining arguments. If it is determined at Step 910 that 
no argument translation is needed (or is completed), pro 
cessing continues at Step 916 to forward the message to the 
server object. At step 918, processing ends for the current 
meSSage. 

0128. As illustrated in FIG. 9, an intervening object acts 
as a conduit Sending the message to the next intervening 
object without unraveling the message. The last intervening 
object unravels the message and performs any necessary 
argument translation. Unnecessary message processing is 
therefore avoided and message transmission is optimized. 

0129. Translation Code Examples 
0.130. The following provides code examples that trans 
late arguments between the OLE (or Windows) and NEXT. 
STEP/OPENSTEP environments. 
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As illustrated in Figure 9, an intervening object acts as a conduit 
sending the message to the next intervening object without unraveling the 
message. The last intervening object unravels the message and performs 
any necessary argument translation. Unnecessary message processing is 
therefore avoided and message transmission is optimized. 

Translation Code Examples 

The following provides code examples that translate arguments 
between the OLE (or Windows) and NEXTSTEP/OPENSTEF environments. 

LE PENSTEP 

#import <winnt-pdo.h> 
A/include <next common defines.h> 
#import Kole2.h> 
#import <olealuto.h> 
AA#include <next common undefines.h> 

#ifdef GNUC 
iifclef alloca 
fundef alloca 
iendlif 

#define allocal builtinalloca 
fendiif 

#import<foundation/NSMethodSignature.h> 
#import<foundation/NSInvocation.h> 
#import<foundation/NSStringhs 
#import <objc/Object.h> 
#import kobjc/Protocol.h> 
#import <foundation/NSException.h> 
#import <Foundation/NSWalue.h> 
#import<Foundation/NSAutoreleasePool.h> 
#import <Foundation/NSData.h> 

#import<remote/NXProxy.h> 
#import<remote/NXMethodSignature.h> 

OO1.946 8 

/* for objc_method description */ 
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#import<ole-header-fixes.h> A* For unnamed structures in the Microsoft header files. */ 

#import"INSObjectProxy.h" s 
5 #import"NSIDispatch.h" 

#import "NSOLEBridgeh" & 
V #import<Foundation/NSAutoreleasePool.h> 

#define NSPOOL id pool = (NSAutoreleasePool newl; do 
10 #define NSPOPPOOL pool release 

#define NS ENDPOOL }} while (0); pool release; 

#define NS VALRETURN(X) NS VALUERETURN(X, typeof(X)) 
15 VARTYPE NSConvertToVARTYPE(VARIANTARG*varArg, const char" theinfo, 

VARIANTARG ); 

@interface NSString (wchar_extensions) S. 
+ stringWithWCString:(wchart)string; '. 

i 20 - (void) getWCString:(wchar_t)string; ". 
::::. giend - 
: 

'e: 

is: InitException (EXCEPINFO excepinfo, UINT erroode, const char source, const char" : 
s 25 description) & 
... 2 wchart widescription; & 
s wchart “wsource; 
: unsigned int dSize = (strlen.(description) * sizeof(wchart)} + sizeof (wchart); 

30 unsigned intsSize = (strlen(source) sizeof (wchar_t) + sizeofwchar_t); 
unsigned int di ength = strlen (description); 
unsigned int slength = strlen(source); : 
if (!excepinfo) 

35 return; s 

memset (excepinfo, O, sizeof (EXCEPINFO)); 

/* The sizes calculated above should be for wide strings. 
40 Note that we can't simply */ 

?' add a 1 for the null character, instead we have - 
to add sizeof(wchart). */ & 

wDescription = (wchart)malloc(dSize); 3. 
wSource = (wchart) malloc(sSize); 

45 
/ Convert the char's to wide strings. */ O 
MultiByteToWideChar(CPACP, MB PRECOMPOSED, description, dillength + 1, 

wDescription, dLength + 1); 

1000.946 47 
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MultibyteToWideChar(CPACP, MB PRECOMPOSED, source, sLength + 1, 
wSource, sLength + 1); 

f* Fill in the EXECPINFO structure. A 
5 excepnfo->wCodes erroode; 

excepInfo->wReserved = 0; 
excepinfo->bstrSource = SysAllocString(wSource); 
excepInfo->bstrDescriptions SysAllocString(wdescription); 
excepinfo->dwHelpContext = 0; 

O excepinfo->pvReserved = NULL; 

f Free our strings that we allocated. 
free(wOescription); 
free(wSource); 

15 

/* Given the information to IDispatch::GetlidsOfNames(), return / 
A the selector. A 

20 static stoical LRPC FARHRESULT 
COMNSObjectProxy GetIDsOfNames.( 

COMNSObjectProxy this, 
REFID rid, 
LPOLESTR *rgszNames, 

25 JENT channes, 
LCD cid, 
DISPID "rgdispid) 

w HRESULT returnWaiute s SOK; 
30 

NS POOL 

/* The only thing of note here is that it appears that the names in / 
/* the rgszNames string are UNICODE strings. For convenience I'm */ 

3S /* using the NSString stringWithCharacters: method which handles"/ 
f Unicodestrings. */ 
while(cNames-) 

. 
E. 

SEL selector; 
4. NSString name = NSString stringWithCharacters: rgszNamescNames) 

length: weslencrgszNamescNames); 

f/ 
f / Make "sendMsg a special case-insensitive case. 

5. AA 
if (name caseinsensitiveCompare:G"sendMsg")== NSOrderedSame) 

rgdispidcNames = (DISPID)Gselector(sendMsg); 

As 

0.946 48 
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. . 

continue; 
s 

s 
AA 

5 // "NewEnum" and "value" are special cases which we need to // map case-insensitively because they don't nessecarily appear direcly 

/* We just get the string and make sure it's registered with the / 
A runtime so that when we ask for the selector in the objc invoke */ 
/* function we get a valid selector back, / selector = sel_registerName(NXUniqueString (name cString))); 

s // in program text, but are referenced from "OLE Engines" directly. 
A/ elseif (name caseInsensitiveCompare:@" NewEnum") == NSOrderedSame) 

0 : rgdispidcNames = DISPID_NEWENUM; 
s continue; 

5 Af 
f / Make "value" a special case-insensitive case. 
f/ else if (name caseinsensitiveCompare:@"value" == NSOrderedSame) 

: 20 rgdispidcNames = DISPID VALUE; 
continue; 

25 

if (selector == 0) 
30 

/ Shouldn't fall into here since sell registerName should / 
f register a name if not already registered, but in case / 
/* we ever do, just return a resonable error for the */ 
/* names that caused a failure. */ 

35 rgdispidcNames) = DISPID UNKNOWN; 
return Value = DISPE UNKNOWNNAME; 

else 
{ 

40 /* Otherwise, we take (safely) the address of the selector/ 
/ returned to us and use that as the id 'A 

rgdispidcNames) = (DISPID)(char)selector - (char)0); 
45 

NS ENDPOOL, 

10010.946 49 
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return returnValue; 

5 NSWalue 
convert tonsvalue(VARIANT var) 
{ 
switch(war->vt) 

O case WT2: 
return NSNumber numberWithShort: war->iWal; 

case W4: 
return (NSNumber numberWith Long: war->}Vall; 

case WER4: 
5 return (NSNumber numberWithFloat: war->fitVal; 

case WTR8: 
return NSNumber numberWith Double: war->dbiVal; 
case VTBOOL: 
return NSNumber numberWithBool: war->bool); 

2 case WTBSTR: 

idobject = (NSString stringWithCharacters:var->bstral length:wcslen(var->bstrVal); 
return NSValue value: (void)&object withObjCType:"G"; 
break; 

25 
case WT NULL; 
{ 
break; 

3. case WT DISPATCH: 
case WT UNKNOWN: 

idoleProxy; 

35 iftoleProxy = (NSOLEBridge proxyForCLEObject: var->punkVal) 

return (NSValue value: (void)&oleProxy withObjCType:"G"); 

4) break; 

default: 
break; 

45 return 0; 
} 

HRESULT 

exissesses O gyessy SE S&s E. 
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i. 
. 
* 
- 
. 

pu 

s 
. 

HRESULT return Value = SOK; 
char buffer; 
SEL selector; 

5 NSMethodSignature methodSignature = 0; 
NSString realMessage; 
SEL realSelector; 
unsigned intnumberOfignoredArgs = 0; 
BOOL isDistributed OLE = NO; 

& 
M 

10 
realSelector = (SEL)dispidMember; 
if (dispidmember == DISPID NEWENUM) debugPrint (NSString stringWithFormat:3"{OLE->DOGOx%x}. NewEnum(...)", this); 

15 else if (dispidMember == DISPID VALUE) debugPrint (INSString stringWithFormat:6"{OLE->DO60x%x}-Value(...)", this); 
else if (sel isMapped (realSelector)) debugPrint (ENSString stringWithFormat:@"{OLE->DOGOx%x).%s(...)", this, realSelector); 

s else 20 debugPrint (NSString stringWithFormat:@"OLE->DOGOx%x)."ILLEGAL"(...)", this)); 

A/ 
A / Get IEnumVARIANT when NewEnum is called. 

25 A/ 
if (dispid Member == DISPID_NEWENUM 

&& pvar Result = 0 
&& (wflags & (DISPATCH PROPERTYGET DISPATCH METHOD)) = 0) 

30 IEnumWARIANT war = 0; 

f/ 
// Get hold of the NSEnumerator, and use AllocINSEnumVARIANT 
// from insenum.m. to translate it into an IEnumVARIANT interface 

35 A? 
NS DURING 

if (AllocINSEnumVARIANT (this->target, &var) = SOK) 
war = 0; 

NS HANDLER 
0. war = 0; 

NS ENDHANDLER; 

if (var == 0) 
{ 

45 ?/ 
// Weither there was an exception or not-make it simple 
// and say that we don't support enumerations. 
Af 

w 

1000-16 53 
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return DISPE MEMBERNOTFOUND; 

f/ 
5 // Return the new iteratior object 

A/ 
Variantinit (pvarResult); 
pvarresult->vt = VT UNKNOWN; 
pvarResult->punkVal = (Unknown)var; 

O 
return SOK; 

15 if (dispidMember = DISPID VALUE && 'sel isMapped (realSelector)) 
InitException (pexcepinfo, 1000, "NSOLEBridge Server", 

"bad DISPID passed in (OLE error)"); 
return DISP E_EXCEPTION: 

2O 
} 

if (wrlags & DISPATCH PROPERTYPUT) 

25 if (pdispparams->cArgs l= 1) 
return (DISPLE BADPARAMCOUNT); 

if (methodSignature = this->target methodSignatureForSelector:@selector(setOLEPropertyNamed:to:))) 
30 

NSValue val; 
val = convert_to_nsvalue( &(pdispparams->rgvargO))); 

if (dispidMember == DISPID VALUE) 
this->target setOLEPropertyNamed:@"Value" to:val); 

35 else 
this->target setOLEPropertyNamed: (NSString stringWithCStringsel getName 

(realSelector) 
to: val: 

40 else 

InitException (pexcepinfo, 1000, "NSOLEBridge Server", "object does not support 
setting properties"); 

return DISP E_EXCEPTION: 
45 ) 

if ((wflags & DISPATCH PROPERTYGET) &&. (pdispparams->cArgs == 0)) 

100.946 54 
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if ( this->target 
&&. (DISPID)realSelector - DISPID VALUE 
&&. (wflags & DISPATCH METHOD)) 

5 
NSDURING 

methodSignature = this->target methodSignatureForSelector: realSelector); 
10 NSHANDLER 

/* we don't care if this fails */ 

NS ENDHANDLER: 
15 } 

if (methodSignature (DISPID)realSelector == DISPID VALUE) 

NSWalue val; 
20 

if (this->target == nil) 

pvar Result->vt = VT BOOL; 
Pvarresult->bool = 0; 

25 return SOK; 

else if (methodSignature = this->target methodSignatureForSelector:@selector(getOLEPropertyNamed:))) 
30 

if (realSelector == DISPID VALUE) 
vals (this->target getOLEPropertyNamed:@"value"); 

35 else 

val = (this->target getOLEPropertyNamed:(NSString 
stringWithCString:sel getName (realSelector); 

40 
if (val) 

return convert_for_return (val, pvar Result); 
45 else 

InitException (pexcepinfo, 1000, "NSOLEBridge Server", "failed to get 
property"); 

10010.946 55 
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return DISPE EXCEPTION: 
} 

else if (DISPID) realSelector := DISPED VALUE) 
5 

if (this->target->isa == objc getClass("NSMutableStringProxy")) 

wehart wStrValue = (wchart)alloca (sizeof (wchart) this 
>target length) + sizeofwchart)); 

O this->target getWCStringwStrValue); 

pvarresult->bstrWal = SysAllocString(wstrValue); 
pvar Result->vt = VT BSTR; 

15 return SOK; 

else 

pvar Result->vt = VT UNKNOWN; 
2 pvar Result->pdispVal = (IDispatch) this; 

this->vitable->AddRef (IDispatch) this); 
return SOK; 

& 

. 
25 

if ((wFlags & DISPATCH METHOD) == 0) 
{ s 

30 InitException (pexcepinfo, 1000, "NSOLEBridge Server", "object does not support 5. 
properties"); 

return DISPE EXCEPTION; .. 
E. } still 

35 R. 
f* Currently we're only handling method dispatch / S. 
if(wrlags & DISPATCH METHOD) S. 

{ E. 40 

if (dispidMember == (DISPID)@selector(sendMsg)) S. 
E. 

char buffer2: .. 
5 

VARIANT "argo; 
VARIANT sendMsgName; 
Variant Init (&sendMsgName); 

OOO.946 56 
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e 

& S 
argo = &(pdispparams->rgvargpdispparams->cArgs-1)); & r 

if (argo->vt = VTBSTR) 
5 VariantChangeType(&sendMsgName, arg0, 0, VTBSTR); '. 

else 3. E. 
O VariantCopy (&sendMsgName, argo); 

/* get the real selector from the 1st parameter in pdispparams->rgvarg/ 
real Message = {NSString stringWithCharacters:sendMsgName.bstrVallength: 

15 weslen?sendMsgName.bstrVal)); 
VariantClear (&sendMsgName); 
buffer2 = malloc (realMessage cStringLength}+2); 
realMessage getCStringbuffer2); 

2) selector = realSelector = sel_registerName (buffer2); 

if (realSelector = (SEL)buffer2) 
free (buffer2); 

25 numberOflignoredArgs = 1, 

else 

int cnt, size; r 
30 

size = strlen (sel getName (SEL)dispidMember)) + 4; 
for (cnt = pdispparams->cNamed Args; cnt;cnt-) 

{ size += strlen (sel getName (SEL)pdispparams 
35 >rgdispid Named ArgsÉcnt-1))) + 2; s 

: 
buffer = (char)malloc(size); 

40 
A Get the selector name from the run time. The selector would have A s 
/* been returned as the DISPID in objc.getIDsOfNames above. / 
stropy (buffer, sell getName((SEL)(realSelector))); . 
if (numberOfignoredArgs && (pdispparams->cArgs - numberOfgnored Args)) t 

45 { 
int cnt; 

A. We need to cons together the arguments for the selector / e. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
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/* so that we can build the final selector that will be given / 
/* to the NSInvocation object below. / 
/* */ 
/* NOTE: Visual Basic 3.0 doesn't support named arguments so the 'A 
/* only method you can call from there are ones such as foo: which / 
f' don't specify names as parameter seperators. Visual Basic for */ 
/* Applications (which is used in Excel) does support named arguments / 
/* so you could call a method like foobarbazi. */ 
for (cnt = (pdispparams->cArgs-numberOflgnored Args); cnt;cnt-) 

if (cnt <= pdispparams->cNamed Args) 

const char selName = sell getName((SEL)(char)0 
+ (pdispparams->rgdispidNamed Argscnt 

/ If this is a named argument, add the name to the buffer/ 
if (isupper (selName(0) 

char timp(2) = { 0, 0); 
timp(0) = tolower (selNameIO)); 

strcat (buffer, tmp); 
strcat (buffer, selName+1); 

else 

strcat (buffer, selName); 
} 

A* then after every argument put a colon. */ 
streat (buffer, ":"); 

A * Make sure the selector is registered with the runtime. */ 
if (isupper (bufferC))) 

buffer.0 - tolower (buffer O)); 
selector = sell registerName (buffer); 
1 f((char)selector = buffer) 

free(buffer); 

if(selector) 

NSDURING 

1000.946 

f* This may go across the wire, but that's OK. This is safe to */ 
/* call in the old and new object world (NSObject vs Object) */ 
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timethods:gnature : ; (methodSignature is this->taixei rivetinctiSignatureForSelector: 
selecter) 

A? we're or the road try success... 

else if (this->target methodSignatureForSectorioselector(isNSIDispatch Proxy)} 
&&this->target isnSIDispatchProxyl) 

char buffer 024; 
in crit; 
int off; 

sprinti (bufter, "...cxdeo-", pvar Result 2 'G' : 'v, pdispparams->cArgs 
4): 

for (off is 8, crit a pdispparams->cArgs; ent > 0, int-, off += 4) 
WAKANTARG arg is &pdispparams->rgvargent-ll: 
that fort is : 

switch (arg-svt & WTBYREF, 
case W: fortin is "C"; break; 
case WT: frn s "s": break; 
case Wii; form is ; break; 
case VR4: form a "f; break; 
case WRS: forms: ""; break: 
case WBSR: form a ""; break; 
case WTUNKNOWN; form is "3"; break; 
case WIDESPATCH: form is "g; break: 
case WTO: firm is "c: break; 
case W. N.L. ferrin a "gi", break, 
tlet.ault: 

puArgErr = cnt; 
NS VALRETURN 

(DSIETYPEMSMtATCH); 

char buf?0; 
sprintf (buf2, “%s".d"form, off); 
streat buffer, buf2); 

: 

methodSignatures (NSMethodSignature signatureWith ObjCTypes: 
buffer; 

if (methodSignature -es rail) 

O.9-6 59 
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NSException raise: NSinternalinconsistencyException : 
format: ("Failed to send OLE message %s". 

sei get Narne (selector); 
5 

isistributedOE as YES: S. 

else 3. 
t 

NSString "desc = this->target description; 
NSException raise: NSDestinationinvalid Exception 

format: "Class %0 does not respond to the method named: "%s", k 
desc. (char)selector; 

5 
A rit reached 'A 
NSWALRETURN DISPE EXCEPTION); 

NS ANDLER 
NSString "name; . 
if{iocalException) 
name a localException reason; s 

else 
5. name = |NSString stringWithFormat: i. 

3"Objective Cunhandled exception occured - "...s", (char)selectori; 

intException(pexcepinfo, local Handler-code, "NSOLEBridge Server", name s 
cStrang); F. 

. 
return (DESPE EXCEPTION); : 
NS ENDHANDLER 

else 
35 

A Should return an exception and point the pexcepinfo at the method name "f 
NSString *name = NSString stringWithFormat: "The method "%s could not be found.", . 

(char)selector; E. 
O initException (pexcepinfo, 1000, "NSOLEBridge Server", name cString)); 

return (DISPE EXCEPTION); E. 

5 A * Everything should be cool now, go ahead and try to dispatch the method. */ V c. 

NSEnvoc.ion thenvocation as (NSInvocation invocationWith MethodSignature: 
methodSignaturel; 

0.96 60 
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int numArgs = methodSignature numberOfArguments-2; ' don't include self and 
selector "f 

int argCount; 
char' theString : NULL; 

5 
if(numArgs = (pdispparams->cArgs - numberOfgnored Args)) 

f if the argument counts don't agree, return the right error. "7 
return (DESPE BADPARAMCOUNT); 

(Y 

fortargCount = 0; argCount < numArgs; argCount++) 
: 

RESULT result; 
s char * argType; 

VARANTARG arg = &pdispparams->rgvargnum Args-argCount-1}, 
WARIANTARG outarg, 
VARTYPE newType; 
WARAN newVariant; 

2) unsigned interror: 

/* Prepare the VARIANT struct using the OLE API functions / s 
Vartantini (&newVariant); 

: Variant init(&outarg); R. 
s '. 

f* Get the Argument info from the NSMethodSignature object. Don't "f S. 
3 f" forget to add 2 to account for the self and selector parameters / . 

f" the objc_msg.send puts on the stack." / s 
. arglype = methodSignature getArgumentTypeAtEndex. argCount + 2: : 
s k) . 
R /* is this argument supposed to be an object? If it is then we / .. 

f" should do a citferent conversion. A 
s newType = NSConvertToVARTYPE(arg, argType, &outarg), 2. 

O 
35 /* Convert the incoming VARIANT to a type that matches the argType. / s 

A Notice that this function counts arguments from right to left, so / 
/* that when you pass 0, you'll get the last parameter. f 

.. if (outargv t = new Type) & 
-0 S 

result = VariantChangeType(&newVariant, &outarg, O, newtype); e 

& else S. 
45 result = SOK; . 

VariantCopy (&newVariant, &outarg); * 
g - 

E. 

. & al 
&. 

OO10.946 6 : 
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A Release outarg from the conversion above"/ 
Wariant Clear (&outarg); 

fresult = SOK) 
: 5 

/* If there's an error, return something appropriate"/ 
switch result) 

case DISPLE BADVARTYPE: . 
1) case DISPLE OVERFLOW: 

case DISPE TYPEMISMATCH: s 
puArgErr - argCount; 
return (DISPLETYPE,4ISMATCH); 

default: 
5. puArgert = argCount; 

InitException(pexcepinfo, 1000, "NSOLEBridge Server", e 
"Unable to convert parameter to usable type"); /* Should also : 

include type we're trying to convert to."/ 
return (DESPE_EXCEPTION); 

} 

... 
e if (ney Warant.vt & WTBYREF) s 

} 
5 Initexception(pexcepinfo, 1000, "NSOLEBridge Server", . 

"NSOLEBridge Server doesn't handle WTBYREF values"), / Should 
also include type we're trying to convert to. f 4. 

return (DISP E_EXCEPTION); s 
3) . 

/* This switch only has to handle C types. Any object types / k 
A would be handled above / 
switch(new Wariant.vt) 

-- 

35 case VUl; 
theinvocation setArgument:(void")&newVariant.u.b.Valatindex:argCount +2); 
break; 

case WT 2: . 
theinvocation setArgument:(void")&newVariantiValatindex.argCount+2); 

O break; s 
case WI4: 

theinvocation setArgument:(void)&newVariantlval atlindex.argCount-2); 
break; 

case VTR4: 
5 styocation setArgument(void")&newVariant.ft Val a tindex:argCount+2; 

break; 
case VR8: 

(thelnvocation setArgument: (void")&newVariant.dblVal atlindex.argCount+2; 

1000.946 62 
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// release this argument. 
WariantClear (&newVariant); 

45 

1000.946 
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break; 
case VTBSTR: 

f / NSInvocation doesn't copycstring args, so we make an "autoreleased" cString 
unsigned int length = waslen?newVariant.bstrVal); 
NSMutableData "data = NSMutableData data Withi ength:length-1; 

char theString = data mutable Bytes; 
theString = (char")malloc(length + 1); 
WideCharToMultiByte(CPACP, (), (LPCWSTR)(newVariant.bstrVal), length, 

(LPSTR)theString length, NULL, NULL); 
theString length = \0'; 
Ethelnvocation setArgument: (void")&theString atlindex.argCount-2); 
break; 

} 
case VTBOOL: 

BOO bool Values (newVariant.bcpols ()); 
(thelnvocation setArgument: (void")&bool Value atlindex:argCount+2); 
break; 

case WTNLL; 

int null Value = 0; 
Ethelnvocation setArgument: (void")&null Value attndex.argCount+2; 
break; 

case VTDSPATCH: 
case WTUNKNOWN: 

idobject as NSOLEBridge prayForCLEObject (Unknown") 

s 

t 

s 

s 
newVariant.pdispVall: 

the invocation setArgument: (void")&object intinudex: argCount +2; 
break; 

default: 
puArgErr = argCount: 
return (DISPLETYPEMISMATCH); 
break; 

/* For loop"/ 

SDURING 

theinvocation setSelector: selector); 
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if (isDistributed LE) 
i 

NSValue "rVal = this->target performlnvocation:thelnvocation 
5 get Return:methodSignature method ReturnType)); 

if (rVal) 

if (convert_for_return (rval, pvar Result) = SOK) 
InitException (pexcepinfo, 1000, "NEXTORB", 

"unable to convert return value"); 
NS. WALRETURN (OISP E_EXCEDTION); 

5 
else 

NS VALRETURN (SOK); 

} 
else 

g 
if (pvar Result) 

pvar Result->vt = VTEMPTY, 
NS VALRETURN (returnValue); 5 

t 
else 

the invocation invokeWithTarget: this->target: 

return (DISPLE_EXCEPTION); 

NS ENDHANDLER 

NSHANDLER s 
35 s 

NSString hame a NSString stringWithFormat: 
G"Objective Cunhandled exception during invocation of %s", 

(char")selector; 
w. 

40 InitException(pexcepinfo, 1000, "NSOLEBridge Server", name cString); i 

5 A Now get the return type back if it's requested / 
if(pvarResult) 

OOO.9. 64 
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pvar Result->vt = NSConvertToVARTYPE(NULL, methodSignatur 
method Return type, 0); 

/* This switch only has to handle C types. Any object types */ g 
5 A" would be handled above A 

switch(pvar Result->vt) 
case WTUI: 

O char byteValue; 
theinvocation getReturnValue: (void")&byteValue; 
pvar Result->iVal = byteValue; 
break; 

5 case VTEMPTY: A this is returning void / 
break: 

case WTI2: 
the Invocation get Return Value: (void")&pvar Result->iVall; 
break; 

t case WT-li: 
Ethelnvocation getReturn Value: (void")&pvar Result->|Vall; 
break; 

case WR: 

s float return Value: 
the Invocation getReturn Value: (void")&return Value; 
pvar Result->fliVal = return Value; 
break; 

r case VTRS: 
Ethelnvocation get Return Value: (void")&pvarresult->dbiVall; 
break; 

case VTBSTR: 

char strValue; 
wchart wStrWalue; 
unsigned int length; 

i 
s s 

theinvocation getReturnValue: (void")&strValue; 
40 length = strlen(strValue); 

wStrValue = (wchart')malloc((length sizeof (wchart)) + sizeof(wchart)); 
MultibyteToWideChar(CPACP, MB PRECOMPOSED, strValue, length + 1, 

wStrValue, length + 1); 
pvarResult->bstrVal = SysAllocString(wStrValue); 

free (wStrValue); 

. 100.946 65 
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break; 

case VTBOOL: 

long booi Value; 
the Invocation get Return Value: (void")&bool Value; 
pvar Result->bool = (VARIANT BOOL)bool value; 
break; 

case WT DISPATCH: 

idobject; 
theinvocation getReturn Value: (id}&object; 
pvar Result->pdispVal 

= (IDispatch) NSOLEBridge proxyForCBJCObject-object); 
break; 

default: 
initException (pexcepinfo, 1000, "NSOLEBridge Server", 

"unsupported return value"): 
return (DISPE_EXCEPTION); 

return return Value; 

state stdcall HRESULTRPC FAR 
COMNSObject Proxy_Invoke(COMNSObject Proxy this, 

{ 
HRESULT r. 

NSPOOL 
NS DURING 

000.946 

DISPID dispid Member, 
REFIID rid, 
CD lcid, 
WORD wFlags, 
DISPPARAMS pdispparams, 
VAREANT "pvar Result, 
EXCEPINFO "pexcepinfo, 
UINT puArgErr) 

Mar. 14, 2002 
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rus XX COMNSObject'roxylnvoke this, 

NS HANDLER 

dispid Member, 
raid, 
icid. 
wflags, 
pdisparams, 
pvar Result, 
pexcepinfo, 
puArgErr); 

Mar. 14, 2002 

NSString "whys NSString stringWithFormata"(INTERNAL NEXTORBERROR) Uncaught 
5. Exception, %G", localException); 

initException(pexcepinto, 1001, "NEXTORB", why cString); 
r = DISPE EXCEPTION: 

NS ENDHANDLER; 
NS ENDPOOL 

f skip modifiers... 

s if (arg && outarg) 
VariantCopy (outarg, arg); 

switch (type) 

case 'w': 
return WTEMPTYiptr; 
break; 

case : 
s case 'C': 

return VT U1 ptr; 
break; 

00.946 67 

return r; 

5. 

WRYE 
NSConver ToVARTYPE (VARIANTARG ar. const char type, WARIANTARG outarg) 

int pit r s (); 

while (type s = 'O' type == "V" "type ::= 'o' | type == "r") type++; 
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return WT DISPATCH; 

5 case WT DISPATCH: 
case WTUNKNOWN; 
case VT DISPATCH I WTBYREF: 
case WT UNKNOWN WTBYREF: 
return arg->vt & WTBYREF, 

() 
default: - 

WARIANT w; s 
Wariant init (&v); 

s 
if (Variantchange Type (&v, arg 0, VT. BSTR) == SOK) s 

t 
OECAR 'olestr rew.bstrWa; 

() id str = NSString stringWith Characters:olestr length:wcslen(olestr)); 

WartantCiear (&v); 
VariantClear (outary); 

outarg-sudspVai = (1 Dispatch') (NSOLEBridge 
provy ForobjCObject str; 

outary-Svtse VTOISPATCH, 
R} return viisi-ATC, 

telse 
-" 

returry WTNUl; 6 
55 s: 

s 

s 

return VDISPACH; 
40 break; s 

case : s 
return WTNULL; 
break; 

45 
case '^': s 
return WNULL : 
break; 

. 

." 
R. 

(3010.946 69 
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-5 

al e 

3. 
3. cas. 

return WNUl; 
* break: 
S. 5 -- 
s case (': s 
S return WNULL; 
3. break, 

r 
l case "b': 

return WTNULL; f 
break: 

3. 
as '': : 

i 5 return VTBSTRIptr; & 
break; e 

8 irt.hut 
abort (), . 

3. 
'. 
t 

s s OLE Dispatch interface subclass which is a provy "/ 
%. " or a real NSObject "f . 

S at at sticall RICFAR RESULT Š 
Chyi N'Schrectl’roxy Query interface(COMNSObject Provy RPC FAR “this. 

REFED rit. 
s void kiCFAR RPC FAR ppy) '. 

, ' 
it (this == 0 rid c = 0 ppv == 0) . 
return ENVAlidARG; 

Y. - 

35 t{ls Equal ID (riid, &ltDIUnknown) 
is Equal ID (rid, &liD Dispatch)) 

else 

ppv = NULL; 

return ResulthromScode(ENOINTERFACE); 
-5 3. 

40 

& 

this->v table->AddRef((IDispatch) this); 

000.96 70 S. 
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stirra NOERROR, w 

a- s 
5 static stoical RIPC FAR ULONG 

COMNSObjectiroxy. AddRef(COMNSObjectProxy this) 

if this e is O) 
return; s 

e 
return - this.--in refs; 

state stical RPC. FAR UEONG COMNSObject 1'roxy Release(COMNSObjectiroxy 
25 this 

if (this is is {} 
feturn ), 

NSC) 
i-this.--trefs z as ) 

NS DURING t 

s this->nn feis - c. 1); s 
(NSOLEBridge forget Iroxy this->target for (liknown this. 

than-in refs - is l, 
s 

this-starsut release: k 
sh irst this): 

NS ANDLER 
. 

debugPrint (NSString stringWithFormat-R"Unhandled exceptor, during release 
5 of Ol.E-DOSox'i,x", this; 

NSEND ANDLER; 

debugPrint (NSString stringWithFormat:ée"OLE->DO(cox'.x tree'd", this)); 
i 

NSPOPPOOL 
rett.rn 0; 

NS ENDPOOL . 
5 

return this->n refs; is 
s 

s 
t 

0.98 7 
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A / 
A We need methodSignatureForSelector 

&interface NXProxy (NSMethodSignature) 
Gend 

@implementation NXProxy(NSMethodSignature) 
- methodSignatureForSelector:(SEL)op 
NXMethodSignature 'sig = self methodSignature:op fromZone:NXDefaultMalloczone(); 
return (NSMethodSignature signatureWithObjCTypes:sig methodReturnType)); 

given 

as interface Object(NSMethodSignature) 
&nd 

dimplementation Object(NSMethodSignature) 
- methodSignatureForSelector:(SEL)op 

NXMethodSignature 'sig = self methodSignature:op fromZone:NXDefaultMalloczone()); 
return (NSMethodSignature signatureWithObjCTypesilsig method ReturnType)); 

} 
Gani 

A -- mode: -- A 

#import (windows.h> 
#import Kole2.h> 
#import <oleau to.h> 

fundef alloca 
#define allocal builtinatioca 

#ifdef GNUC 
#include Cole-header-fixes.h> 
#endif / GNUC / 

#import "NSIDispatch.h" 
#import "NSOLEBridge.h" 
#import Kfoundation/foundation.h> 
#import Cobjc/protocol.h> 

000.946 73 
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3. : 
-- 

3. . S. finsport kremote/NXFroxy.h> s 
#import <remote/NXMethodSignature.h> 

#import "nxorb.h" s 
5 se 

extern FILE' outputfd; ". 
extern void debugPrint(const chart output); 

static void 
10 raise disp. exception (id object, id methodName, SCODE err, EXCEPINFOpexcep); 

f 
* An NSIUnknownProxy is a cover for an Unknown OLE object. 

5 * The NSOLEBridge api should be used for accessing these. 

?implementation NSIUnknownProxy 

20 - retain 
{ 

refcount -- it l; 

5. return self; 

- (unsignad int)retainCount 
: 

return refcourt; 

- (vocrease 

35 

if {-refcount as: 0) E. 

self dealloc; 
O 

& 
t - (void) dealloc 

-- 5 NSOLEBridge forgetProxy:self for realObject; 

if (realObject) . & 
: OO1946 7 & 
3. E. 
--- -"r r"------- “"“” s 
S. &S&SSSSSSSSSSS 
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realObject->lpVtbl->Release (realObject), 

super dealloc); 
5 

- initwitholeObject:(IUnknown)punk 

10 refcount is l; s 
punk->ipVtbl->AddRef (punk); 
realObject = punk; 

return self; 
15 

8. 
sent 4. 

A 
20 An NSIDispatchProxy is a cover for an IDispatch Ot E object. 

* The NSOLEBridge api should be used for accessing these. 

templementation NSlDispatch Proxy 
5 

DO will ask this question so that it can send forward invocation 
instead of building up a stack frame and calling oblems:Send 

, (which will trap in forward: and call methodSignaturel-orSelector 
f / which we don't know how to answer) 

its important that we don't get forward invocation for the ( i) sent) things 
(like isl'roxy) that we really do do. 

- (BOOL) wilforwardSelector:(SEL)aSet 
return (self methodSignature ForSelectoriaSelj == nii), 

35 

- (void) dealloc 

40 if (id Table) 
NSFreeMapTable (idTable); 

if (method DescriptionTable) 
NSFreeMapTable (method DescriptionTable); 

45 
if (protocol) 
protocol freel; 

t 
000.946 75 
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: 

: 

() 

35 

41 

debugfrint (NSString stringWithFormat:ée"DO->OLEGOx%x} freed", self); 

super dealloc); 

- initwitholEObject:(IUnknown")punk 

Dispatch pdisp; 
HRESULT result; 
id retWa; 

pdisp = (1 Dispatch')punk; 

method DescriptionTable = 0; 
protocol is 0: 

ldTable = NSCreateMapTable(NSNonownedPointerMapKeyCall Backs. 
NSNonownedPointerMapValueCailBacks, 

retvai is super initwithOLEObject:(IUnknown") pdispl; 
debugPrint (NSString stringWithFormat:6"(DO->OLE60x%x} alloc'ed", self); 

return retWal; 

- (DISPIL)) get DISPIDForName:(NSString")name 

DiSE) the is DSOUNKNOWN; 
SELop a sei registerName (NXUniqueString {{name cString))); 

if (theid e (DISPID)NSMapGet (id Table, op)) 

return theid; 

else if 'stricmp (name cString, "value") == 0) 
return DSPD WALUE; 

else 

const char stringValue = name cString; 
int length = strlen(stringValue); 

SOO.9-8. 6 

Mar. 14, 2002 
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43 

return theid, 

extern VARTYPE 
NSConvertToVARTYPE (VARIANTARG arg, const char "type, VARIANTARG "outarg): 
-(NSvalue")performInvocation:(bycopy NSInvocation')invgetReturn:(char")rettype 

typedef struct idisa; NSObjCValue return Value; NSnv; 
NSlnvinw2s inv; 

self forward invocation:inv; 

if (rettype(0) = 'v') 
return (NSValue value:&inv2->return Value value with CbCType:rettype: 

else 
return nil; 

- (void forward invocation:(NSInvocation)invocation 

|Dispatch target = (Dispatch")re. Object; 
DISPID dispidMember; 
NSString "selString 
NSArray" funcName: 
int i, numArgs; 

DISTIARAMS params; 

selString = (NSString stringWithCStringsel-getName (invocation selector)); 
funcName = selString componentsSeparatedByString: 6":"), 
numArgs = funcName count-l; 
debugPrint (NSString stringWithFormat:0"DO->OLE60x'%x}'},G(...)", self, seString); 

/* Set up the target selector/ 
dispidMember = self getDISPIDForName:funcName object Atlindex:0)); 
A Set up the named arguments of PARAMS / 
BOOL named = NO; 
DISPID *names = alloca (numArgs sizeof (DISPID)); 

params.cNamedArgs = 0, 

0010.946 78 
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params.rgdispidNamedArgs = 0, 
for (i = }; i < numArgs; ++) 

S NSString "stra (funcName objectAtindexii); 

if (stricString Length > 0) 

named as YES; 
O params.cNamedArgs +s l; 

names(i-1} = self getDISPIDForName:str; 
else 

5 

if (named) 

params.cNamed Args + = i, 
names-1} = DiSPID UNKNOWN; 

sts 

A 
5. if there are any named arguments, reverse their order and 

put them in the rgdispidNamed Args element of PARAMS 
if (named) 

R Yt : 

params.rgdispid Named Args 
= alloca (params.cNamedArgs siveof (DISPID)); 

35 for (c = params.cNamedArgs; c > 0, c-) 
params.rgdispidNamedArgsc = namestparams cMamedArgs - c. 

40 / Set up the real arguments / 
if (numArgs == 0) 
: 
params.cArgs = 0; 
params.rgvarg = 0; 

s 
else 
( . 
int index; 

O)10,946 79 
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NSMethodSignature "sig = (invocation methodSignature; 
params.cArgs = numArgs; 
params.rgwarg - alloca (numArgs' sizeof (VARIANTARG)); 
// linitialize the arguments 
| inti; for (i = 0; i < params.cArgs; it +) Variantlnit (&params.rgvargil); } 

/* INDEX is the argument index into the invocation, which has 
two hidden arguments, thge selector and the receiver 

for (index = 2; index < 2+numArgs, index++) 

/* Where to put this argument... "/ 
VARIANTARG arg = &(params.rgvarginum Args-(index-2)-l); 

char * infoType: 
const charst gValue = 0. 

infoType = |siggetArgumentTypeAtlindex:Index; 
switch ("infoType) 

cast ci: 
case '': 

d object; 

invocation getArgument &ubject at index:index); 

if (object is Kind):Class NSString class == Nc)) 

arg->pdispval = ( Dispatch') NSOLEBridge proxyForCBJCObject:object); 
arg->vt = vT DISPATCH; 
continue; 

string Values object cistring): 
f* FALL THROUGH "A 

case': 

wchart wStrValue; 
unsigned int length; 

if ('string Value) 

100.96 80 
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i 

invocation getArgument:&string Value atti dex:index); i 
} s 

5 length = strlen(string Value); s 
wStrValue = (wchart.)alloca((length sizeof (wchart)) S. 

-- sizeofwchart)); 

MultibyteToWideChar(CPACP, 
10 MB PRECOMPOSED, 

s string Value, 
-. length + 1, 

wStrValue, 
. length + 1); 
S s 
i arg->bstrVal = SysAllocString(wStrValue); 
-- arg->vt = VTBSTR; 

* 

: contrue: & 
8. 

s .. 
s case 's': S 
s case 'S: 
3. arg->vt = VT 12; 8. 
S 5. invocation getArgument:&arg->iVai at index: rudex; S. 

cyrtile; 

case 'i'. 
s case 'i' 
s 3) case l': 
s case 'll 
S arg-Yvt = Vf 14, 

invocation getArgument:&arg->ival at incies index, 
s continue; 

* 35 
S. case f: 

arg->vt = VT R4; 
invocation getArgument:&arg->fit Vaiatindex:index): 
continue, 

sy i) 
case d': 
arg->vt = VT R8; 
invocation getArgument&arg->dblVal at Index:index): 
continue; 

5 
s default: 

INSException raise:NSinvalidArgumentException 
S. format:6"%dth argument of %.6", index, invocation; 
s 

- 

S 

10010.946 
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e 
5 

A OK, here we go. Now we can dispatch the method. ? : 

WARAN returnwall; 
UNT argErr; 

EXCEPINFO excepinfo; 
RESULT res: 

NSMethodSignature "sig is invocation methodSignature: 
chat "rettypes sig method ReturnType: 

s if (rettype() == 'v' rettype 0 as 'O') 
V 

A one-way or void" / 
res = target->ipVtb!->invoke (target. 

dispid Member. 
;) & DNULL 

LOCALE SYSTEM DEFAULT 
DISPACMETHOD, x 
& parants, 
0. 

5 &eveepinto, 
&lrygbirr). 

Rulese ressurces for the arguin"nts . 
it , r ( at {}, . K. params.cArgs, 1 + -) Writter {& rams.rgy'rs), 

(res as SOK) i 
raise_disp_exception (self, selString, res, &excepinfo); 

- s s 
s 

A 
This is the case if a return value is expected. 

O */ 

else - 
* 

WARRANTott, newWarian; : 
5 VARTYPE newType; : 

Y. 

Variantnit (&returnval); s 
. 

: 
s 

s 
OO.9-9.8 82 

* 
s 
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f" cxpcct return valik 'f 
res is target->lpVbl->invoke (larget, 

dispid Member, . 
& NULL, t 

5. LOCALE SYSTEM_DEFAULT, s 
DISPATCH METHOD (numArgs == 02 

i)iS'ArcHPKOIERTY GET : 0), 
&params, w 
&returnva, 
& exceplnfo. & 
&argErr); t 

f / Releaser'ssources for the arguments s 
I in 1, for (i = 0; i < params cArgs, + ) VariantClear (&params.rgv argill); } 

s 
if (res a SOK) 

raise disp. exception (self, selString res, &exceplnfo). 

A convert return type, s 
s 

Wartantinat (&out). &- 
new Type NSConvert I WARYPE(&returnval. rettyx. & out). 

Waranter (&returnval); 

Wartantinat (&nwwart), 
it (out vt's new Type) 

ress VariantChange type? & newVariant, & out. '. new Type). s 
i. 

Y lx 

VariantCopy ( &new Variant. &outh, 

s 
5. VrintClear (&out), g 

switch(in wWrity t) 
{ 
case WTUil: 

Ji invocation set Retu Waiue: (void")&new Wariant.u.b Wal; 
break; 

case V12 
invocation secreturn Value:(vod) &newVariant. iVal; 
break, 

35 case VT-4: k 
invocation set Return Value:(void")&newVariant. Wal; 
break; 
case VR-4: 

r 
i 

s 
O.936 83 . 

3. 

-- - - - R 
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s 

r s: 
. 

x - 
s 
E 3ssa 

.. 
s 
• invocation set Return Waiute:(voici&new Wariant fit Waii; 

treak; 
case WTR8: 
inyocation setReturn Value: (void")&newVariant.dblWal; 
break; 
case WBSTR: 

unsigned int lengths westen(newVariantbstrWal); 
char "theStrings (char")alloca(length + 1); 
WideCharToMultibyte(CPACP.O. (LPCWSTR)(newVariant.bstrVal), length, 

(LPSTR)theString length, NULL, NULL); 
thestring length a v0; 
invocation setReturn Value: (void")&theString; 

s 

break: 
5. 

W case WBOOL: 
t 

S BOO booVue is new Wariant,bo as 0): 
s invocation set Return Value: (void)&bool Valute; 

break; 

case WN: 
: 

. in What is 0; 
s invocation set RetirValue: (vidszni Value: 

threak; 

's WTOSAIC: 
s case WUNKNOWN: 

w d objects (NSOLEBridge proxy Forot.EObject:(Unknown)new Variant.pdispVall; 
invitation set Return Value: ('chuk&tect; 

-, break; 

3 3S default: 
. INSException raise:NSlnvalid ArgumentException formata"Unexpected return 

type"; ype" 

Wariant lear screw Wariant); 
t 

S 
S 5 
y 
. return: 

R 
^ 

s 

s 
s OO.96 34 
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- (struct obc.method description)method Description ForSelector:(SEL)sel 
struct objcmethod description "desc = f; 

if (method DescriptionTable as 0) 
methodescriptionTable 

a NSCreateMap Table(NSNonCwnedpointerMap KeyCall Backs, 
NSNonOwnedPointerMapValueCallBacks, 
O; 

if (desc is NSMapGet (method DescriptionTable, sel)) 

/* hey, don't to anything. A; 

else if protocol && (desc is protocol descriptionFornstanceMethod:set)) 

NSMlaplinsert (nethod DescriptionTable, set. desc); 

else it desk is a protocol (NSDispatch Iroxy Protocol) 
description For instanceMethod sell) 

,' hey, this should be reasonably fast so we won't cache it here, f 

return desc; 

- (struct objcmethoxidescription )description ForMethod:{SE}se 

struct objcmethod description res; 

res = self methodDescriptionForSelector: sell; 

return res; 

- methodSignature:(SEL)sel fromZone:(NXZone")Zone 

NXMethodSignature' retValue; 

O.98 S5 
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struct objc. method description method desc = self method Description ForSelector. 
si. 

retValue = NXMethodSignature fromDescrition:method desc fromzone: zone; 

return retValue, 
1. 

// This is for NSDO support. 
- (NSAtethodSignature) methodSignature:ForSelector:(SEL)sel 

s NSMethoxiSignature sig: 
struct obje method description "desc; 

a. 

) if (desc = self method DescriptionForSelector: sell) 8. 
S st in NSMethodSignature signatureWithCbCypes:desc->types): 

elt" 
s st nl: 

S 
s 

at : at sis. 3. & : 

s 
: his methird stally gets called from rernte when tra : 

Nv NSK Eroxy is sentia message -stretc.co. Fortrivy / 
- (void) set Protocol For NSIDispatchi'roxy(Protocol)proto i 

3. i i 
s if (self->protocol) self->protocol free; s 

self->protocol a proto; . 
s . 

S. 
s 

-- 40 y X 

A/ NSIDispatch Proxes are encoded as instances of NXNSOLEProxie's, 
// when encoded for NXDO. NXNSOLEProxies forward setProtocol ForProxy. 
A / using set Protocol For Dispatch Proxy: 
AA 

45 - encodeRemotelyFor(NXConnection")conn 
freeAfter Encoding:(BOOL)flag 

isBycopy:(BOOL)isBycopy 

O0.9-6. 88. 

To so a 
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struct obje object proxv, 

proxy is conn new local selfl: 
proxy->isa is obic getClass ("NXNSOLEProxy"); 

return proxy, 

1.5 - set Protocol For Proxy:(Protocol")proto 

if (sett->protorol) self->protocol freel; 
slf->protoxol as proto, 

t) 
return self; 

; 

- (3OO) responds ToSelector (SEL)sel 
5, 

3C-3 retW., 

ret Will - self methodSignature ForSelector sel's nil. 
rt tra retvil 

The next couple of methods are required by Foundation 4. ()'s X) & 
is / 2. 

... (Class) classFor’ortCoder 

return isa, 
40 s 

f. 

- (id)replacementObject ForPortCoder(NSCoder)acoder 

return NSDistantlDispatch Proxy proxyWithLocal: self connection: acoder connection); ", 
i5 e 

- awake.After jsingCoder: (NSCoder)aCoder t 

1001096 87 

------------------------------ 
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return set; 

5 / A 
A / Set Property on an OLE Object 
A / 

extern hikESULT 
in convert for return (NSValue va, WARIANT ret); 

static voic 
raise disp. exception (id object, id method Name. SCODE err, EXCEPINFO pexcep) 

5. NSString "context Desc a NSString stringWithFormat:@"<OLE ()x",x >:%@", 
bject. methodname: 

awitch (err) 

case IISPEBADPARAMCOUNT: (NSException raise:NSinvalidArgumentException 
format:a",0; wrong number of arguments", context Descl. 

case DISIE EXCEPTION: 
NSException raise:NSGenericexception 

format:a"%ip; code-'d; src=",ée, descriptionai'ia", 
context lusc. 

s 

percep->w Code, 
(peveep-s-bstrsource NSString 

stringWith WCString-pexcep-s-bstrsource: 
h NSString stringWithCString "Exception 

stirr alikinovyn"). 
(pexcep->bstrtescription NSString 

stringWith WCString-pexcep->bstrescription). 
NSString stringWithCString: "Unknown OLE Automation 

5 exception"): 
case DiSPLE MEMBERNOIFOUND: NSException raise:NSInvalidArgumentException 

format:6%6; attribute or selector not recognized", context Desc; 
case DISPLENONAMEDARGS: 

O INSException raise:NSInvalidArgumentException 
format:6"%6: named arguments not supported", context Desc); 

case DISPE OVERFLOW: 
case DISPLETYPEMISMATCH: 
INSException raise:NSInvalidArgumentException 

5 format:6"%6): argument coersion failed", contextDesc; 

case DISPEPARAMNOTOPTIONAL: 
(NSException raise:NSInvalidArgumentException 

COO.946 88 
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format: "%2; named argument missing", context Dese; 

case DSPEPARAMNOTFOUND: 
NSException raise:NSInternal inconsistency Exception 

5 format:@"%0; DISPE PARAMNOTFOUND", context Desc); 
case DSEE BATVARTYPE: 

INSException raise:NSInternalInconsistencyException 
format:Q"%: DISPLE BADVARTYPE", context Desc; 

case DISPE UNKNOWNINTERFACE: 
O INSExces raise:NSInternalInconsistency Exception 

ormat:a"%0: DISPE UNKNOWNINTERFACE", context Desc; 
case DISPE UNKNOWN LCD: 

(NSException raise:NSInternalinconsistencyException 
format:g"%8; DISPE UNKNOWNLCID", context Desc; 

s 

- (void)setOLEPropertyNamed:(NSString)name to:(NSWalue")val 

EXCEPINFO exceplnfo; 
UENT argErr; 
WARIANT arg; 
RESUL res; 

25 DISPPARAMS params; 
DISPD named Arg = DISPD PROPERTYPUT; 

IDispatch target = (iDispatch')realObject; 

f is time the variant A 
Variant init (&arg); 

convert_for return (val, &arg); 
35 

params.cNamed Args = 1; 
params.rgdispidnamed Args = &named Arg; 
params.cArgs is i; 
params.rgwarg &arg 

s 
res = target->lpVtbl->invoke (target, 

self getDISPIDForname:name, 
&ID NULL, 
LOCALE SYSTEM DEFAULT 

5 DISPATCH PROPERTYPUT, 
&params. 
0, 
&excepnfo, 

O).94s 89 
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&argErr); 

{ release variant ressources. 
Variant Clear (&arg); 

res s SOK) 

raise disp_exception (self. name, res, &excepinfo); 

? 
f / Get Property on an OLE Automation Object. 
f 

extern NSWalue convert tonsvalue (WARAN); 

- (NSValue')getOLEPropertyNamed:(NSString)name 

SPPARAMS params; 
EXCEPINFO exceplnfo; 
ESPO held; 

UINT argErr; 
WARN result: 
RESUL res; 

: Dispatch 'target = (Dispatch'}rea}Object, 
NSWalue wal; 

params cargs s (); 
parants.rgwarg = 0; 
params.cNamed Args = 0; 
params.rgdispidnamed Args as (); 

finitialize the return variant A 
Wariantlnit (&result); 

f* get the dispatch identifier */ 
theid = self getDISPIDForName namel; 

f" Perform the property get... "? 
res = target->lpVtbl->invoke (target, 

theid, 
&IDNULL, 
LOCALESYSTEM DEFAULT 

DISPATCH PROPERTYGET, 

010.946 9. 
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&Parains, 
&result, 
&excepinfo, 
&argErr); 

5 
if (res = SOK) 

raise disp_exception (self, name, res, &exceplnfo). 
O 

// get the variant corresponding to the return value 
val = convert te_nsvalue (&result); 

AA release variant ressources. 
5 Variant Clear (&result); 

return val; 

2) 
- (NSString") description 

NSString "result; 
NSDURING 

s 
NSValue "val a self getOLEPropertyNamed-g"value . 

if (val a ril 
& & strincmp (Eval objCType). (Senckxde{1}. 1) 
& & val nonretaine iObjectValue NKantic Class NSString class) 

s result rival nonretainexOtect Wall retain hits release: 
els 
result NSString stringWithFormates' (bi - Automation Object ()x', x>", self; 

NSHANDLER 
35 

result s NSString stringWithFormat:6"KCYLE Autornation Object ()x'%x>", self, 

NSENDHANDLER; 

O return result: k 
3. 

-(BOOL)isNSIDispatch Proxy 

5 return YES; 
g 

e. 
00.946 9. 
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sunk & 
S. 

5 : 

A / This category contains the methods needed to distribute 
f / NSlDispatchi'roxy's over an NXConnection. 
f / 

() enterface NSIUnknown Proxy (NXDOcompatibility) éend 
Gimplementation NSIUnknown Proxy (NXDOcompatibility) 
A / Required by NXReference stuff 
- (BOOL}conformsTo:(Protocol)p 

5 
S. 

B(X) retWa; 

if tip conformsTo:oprotocol (NXReference))) 
retwa) = YES; 

retWalls NO; 
: & S. : w 

s :- 
rt tiri rival, 

y 

- - - i. 
R liki thy NXCarint in t trant in r tyrrhu cit 

iReference 
- 

i 

selt retain; 

return in 

f / called by NXConnection when the wirecount reaches zero 
4) - free 

- 

S. 
self releasel; . 

5 return nil; 

// Usied by the NXProxystuff to get the wirecount 
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- unsigned intreferences 
unsigned int cant; s S 

cnt a self retainCount; 

return ct: 

f / This is needed by the NXNSProxy stuff to decrement wirecount. s 
- (void) decrementireferencesBy:(int)i 

5 while (i-) self release: 
8. 
is 

A - 

f / Even though we descend from NSProxy, we don't really want to be t 
s f; regarded as a proxy from Objective C's point of view. 

A / 
- (BOOL) isNXNSProxy e 

s 

m return N: 

(BOK)...) strowy s 
: 

retirin YES; /f fift is 
s 

R s:- 
'. 
i. gend , 

S. 
Thus, a method and apparatus for dynamically brokering object 

messages among object models has been described. 

10.946 93 
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1. A method of dynamically communicating an object 
message between a client and Server of Separate object 
models comprising the Steps of: 

mapping Said client to Said Server; 
intercepting a message generated by Said client in a first 

object model; 
examining a Second object model for interface informa 

tion for Said Server; 
generating a translated message for Said Server; and 
forwarding Said translated message to Said Server. 
2. The method of claim 1 further comprising the step of 

transmitting a response from Said Server to Said client. 
3. The method of claim 1 further comprising the steps of: 
Said client Sending a query to determine if Said Server is 

able to respond to Said message, and 
responding affirmatively to Said query regardless of 

whether Said Server is able to respond to Said message. 
4. The method of claim 1 wherein Said Step of mapping 

further comprises the Steps of 
creating a proxy object; 
creating a stub object; and 
creating an association between Said proxy object and Said 

stub object. 
5. The method of claim 4 further comprising the step of 

creating an association between said client and Said proxy 
object. 

6. The method of claim 4 further comprising the step of 
creating an association between Said Server and Said Stub 
object. 

7. The method of claim 4 further comprising the step of 
creating an association between Said Server and Said proxy 
object. 

8. The method of claim 4 further comprising the step of 
creating an association between Said client and Said Stub 
object. 

9. The method of claim 1 wherein said message includes 
an operation and a plurality of arguments, Said Step of 
generating further comprises the Steps of: 

translating Said operation for Said Server, 
translating Said plurality of arguments for Said Server; and 
generating a translated message using a message protocol 

of Said Server. 
10. The method of claim 9 wherein said step of translating 

Said arguments further comprises the Steps of: 
determining the expected number and type of arguments 

of Said Server, 
determining whether an expected argument type is dif 

ferent than an argument type; and 
translating one of Said plurality of arguments to an 

expected argument type when its type is different than 
Said expected argument type. 

11. The method of claim 2 wherein said step of transmit 
ting further comprises the Steps of: 

determining the expected type of Said response; 
determining whether Said type of Said response is different 

than Said expected type; 
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translating Said response from Said type to Said expected 
type when Said type is different than Said expected type; 

generating a translated response using a message protocol 
of Said client; and 

transmitting, using Said mapping, said translated respond 
to Said client. 

12. An article of manufacture comprising: 
a computer usable medium having computer readable 

program code embodied therein for dynamically han 
dling an object message between a L client and Server 
in Separate object models, the computer readable pro 
gram code in Said article of manufacture comprising: 

computer readable program code configured to cause a 
computer to intercept a message generated by Said 
client in a first object model; 

computer readable program code configured to cause a 
computer to examine a Second object model for inter 
face information for Said Server; 

computer readable program code configured to cause a 
computer to map said client to Said Server; 

computer readable program code configured to cause a 
computer to generate a translated message for Said 
Server, 

computer readable program code configured to cause a 
computer to forward Said translated message to Said 
Server; and 

computer readable program code configured to cause a 
computer to transmit a response from Said Server to Said 
object. 

13. The article of manufacture of claim 12 further com 
prising: 

computer readable program code configured to cause a 
computer to Send a query to determine if Said Server is 
able to respond to Said message; and 

computer readable program code configured to cause a 
computer to respond to Said query regardless of 
whether Said Server is able to respond to Said message. 

14. The article of manufacture of claim 12 wherein said 
program code configured to cause a computer to generate a 
map of Said client to Said Sever further comprises: 

computer readable program code configured to cause a 
computer to create a proxy object; 

computer readable program code configured to cause a 
computer to create a stub object, and 

computer readable program code configured to cause a 
computer to create an association between Said proxy 
object and Said stub object. 

15. The article of manufacture of claim 14 further com 
prising computer readable program code configured to cause 
a computer to create an association between Said client and 
Said proxy object. 

16. The article of manufacture of claim 14 further com 
prising computer readable program code configured to cause 
a computer to create an association between Said Server and 
Said Stub object. 

17. The article of manufacture of claim 14 further com 
prising computer readable program code configured to cause 
a computer to create in association between Said Server and 
Said proxy object. 
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18. The article of manufacture of claim 14 further com 
prising computer readable program code configured to cause 
a computer to create an association between said client and 
Said Stub object. 

19. The article of manufacture of claim 12 wherein said 
message includes an operation and a plurality of arguments, 
Said program code configured to cause a computer to gen 
erate a translated message further comprises: 

computer readable program code configured to cause a 
computer to translate Said operation for Said Server; 

computer readable program code configured to cause a 
computer to translate Said plurality of arguments for 
Said Server; and 

computer readable program code configured to cause a 
computer to generate a translated message using a 
message protocol of Said Server. 

20. The article of manufacture of claim 19 wherein said 
program code configured to cause a computer to translate 
Said arguments further comprises: 

computer readable program code configured to cause a 
computer to determine the expected number and type of 
arguments of Said Server; 

a computer readable program code configured to cause a 
computer to determine whether an expected argument 
type is different than a argument type; and 

computer readable program code configured to cause a 
computer to translate one of Said plurality of arguments 
to an expected argument type when its type is different 
than Said expected argument type. 

21. The article of manufacture of claim 12 wherein said 
program code configured to cause a computer to transmit 
Said response further comprises the Steps of 

computer readable program code configured to cause a 
computer to determine the expected type of Said 
response, 

computer readable program code configured to cause a 
computer to determine whether Said type of Said 
response is different than Said expected type; 

computer readable program code configured to cause a 
computer to translate Said response from Said type to 
Said expected type when Said type is different than Said 
expected type; 

computer readable program code configured to cause a 
computer to generate a translated response using a 
message protocol of Said client; and 

computer readable program code configured to cause a 
computer to transmit, using Said mapping, said trans 
lated response to Said client. 

22. A dynamic object message broker comprising: 
a first computer System having a first object model and a 

first object running in Said first object model; 
an mediating component coupled to Said first computer 

System, Said mediating component capable of creating 
a dynamic messaging interface; and 

a Second computer System coupled to Said mediating 
component, Said Second computer System having a 
Second object model and a Second object running in 
Said Second object model. 

23. The message broker of claim 22 wherein said medi 
ating component comprises: 
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a control module, Said control module capable of creating 
a mapping between Said client object and Said Server 
object; 

a proxy object coupled to Said a control module; and 
a stub object coupled to Said proxy object. 
24. The message broker of claim 23 wherein said first 

object is a client object, and Said proxy object is coupled to 
Said client object. 

25. The message broker of claim 24 wherein said second 
object is a Server object, and Said stub object is coupled to 
Said Server object. 

26. The message broker of claim 22 further comprising a 
Second mediating component coupled to Said mediating 
component. 

27. A method of dynamically communicating an object 
message between a client and Server in Separate object 
models comprising the Steps of: 

intercepting a message generated by Said client in a first 
object model; 

examining a Second object model for interface informa 
tion for Said Server; 

creating a proxy object associated with Said client; 
creating a stub object associated with Said Server; 
determining a message protocol for Said Server; 
generating a translated message from Said message using 

Said message protocol; and 
forwarding said translated message to said server. 
28. The method of claim 27 further comprising the step of 

creating to an association between said proxy object and Said 
stub object. 

29. The method of claim 27 wherein said message 
includes an operation and a plurality of arguments, Said 
method further comprising the Steps of: 

translating Said operation for Said Server; and 
translating Said plurality of arguments for Said Server. 
30. The method of claim 27 wherein said step of trans 

lating Said arguments further comprises the Steps of 
determining the expected number and type of arguments 

of Said Server, 
determining whether an expected argument type is dif 

ferent than an argument type; and 
translating one of Said plurality of arguments to an 

expected argument type when its type is different than 
Said expected argument type. 

31. A method of dynamically handling a message between 
Separate object models comprising the Steps of: 

intercepting a message generated by a client in a first 
object model; 

examining a plurality of Second object models to locate a 
Server to proceSS Said message; 

obtaining interface information for Said Server running in 
one of Said plurality of Second object models, 

generating a translated message for said Server; and 
forwarding Said translated message to Said Server. 

k k k k k 


